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Abstract
With discovery of novel superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 and the exciting theoretical re-
sults regarding strong spin-orbit couple regime, iridate compounds have come to a focus
in many experimental and theoretical studies. Especially, Sr2IrO4 has come to special in-
terest due to 3-d parent compoun La2CuO4. Understanding the similarity and difference
in the two compounds are crucial toward search for novel superconductivity in Sr2IrO4
compounds. In this thesis we present inelastic scattering study of the Sr2IrO4 under
high magentic field, high presure and temperature. The magnetic field study showed
disticntively two different regimes as a function of applied in-plane external field. For
moderately high magnetic fiels, H& 1.5 T, Sr2IrO4 magnetic mode shows behavior con-
sistent with S=1/2 2D Heisenberg model. However, for H. 1.5 T, it shows anisotropic
behavior as a function of external field due to interlayer couling. Ths study showed that
while for even for moderate field, the magentic behavior is consistent with suggested
two-dimensional effective S=1/2 Hamiltonian, for in low fields it showed anisotropic
behavior. For future studies, the important role of the interlayer coupling should be con-
sidered.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Studies of the transition metal oxides come with many challenges due to competing
phases and correlated behavior, but in spite of these challenges, studies into these ma-
terials have led to discoveries of many exotic phases. [66]
This thesis focuses on iridates, mainly Sr2IrO4. As a member of the 5d transition metal
oxides and a material that is isostructural to La2CuO4, one of the main focuses has been
to understand to what degree does strong spin-orbit coupling affect the properties of this
system. Given the comparison to La2CuO4, an inevitable question is whether Sr2IrO4 has
a novel superconducting phase, and if so, what role does strong spin-orbit coupling play
in this novel phase. [8]
Thus, understanding how Sr2IrO4 differs from the 3d analogue material La2CuO4 is
an important basis for exploring the challenging world of 5d transition metal oxides.
This chapter will give a brief overview of transition metal oxides, and will introduce
the study of the magnetic dynamics of Sr2IrO4 under high pressures and high magnetic
fields using inelastic light scattering.
1.1 Overview: the promise of 5d transition metal oxide
systems
The center of the periodic table is mostly occupied by the transition metal oxides. As you
move along the rows of the periodic table, the relative strengths of correlation and spin
1
orbit coupling energies change.
5d iridate family resides in the strong spin-orbit regime of the periodic table. 5d tran-
sition metals having a strong spin-orbit interaction have been extensively studied in both
semiconductors and localized f orbital compounds such as Pt. However, recently the
iridium oxide compounds have attracted attention due to the importance of several dif-
ferent interactions (e.g., Jahn-Teller, exchange interaction, spin-orbit interaction) and the
novel behavior these materials exhibit as the different interactions are tuned with mag-
netic field, pressure, and/or chemical substitution. In particular, the iridate systems ex-
hibit an approximate balance between the correlation and spin orbit energies that result
in exotic phase behavior.
A Hamiltonian that accounts for the several important interactions in the iridate ox-
ides can be written
H = ∑
i,j;αβ
tij,αβc
†
iαcjβ + H.c.+ λ∑
i
~Li · ~Si +U∑
iα
niα(niα − 1) (1.1)
where ciα and c
†
iα are creation and annihilation operators, respectively, for an electron in
orbital α at site i, and niα is the number operator, defined as niα = c
†
iαciα, U is the Coulomb
interaction, and λ is the spin-orbit coupling strength. The importance of each interaction
term in Eq. 1.1 will be discussed in detail in the following section.
One can theoretically, and to some extent experimentally, tune the strengths of each
term in Eq. 1.1. The different regimes that can be theoretically obtained by tuning the
electron-electron correlations and the spin-orbit coupling strength are shown in Fig. 1.1.
For low U and low λ, the material is a simple metal or a band insulator. However as the
strengths of U and/or λ increases, especially in the large U and large λ regime (light blue
region in Fig. 1.1), multiple phases are possible.
Additionally, introducing the bond geometry along with the spin-orbit interaction in
the above Hamiltonian leads to a good realization of the so-called Kitaev model. Similar
2
Figure 1.1: Theoretical phase diagram for phenomena arising from the combined influ-
ence of electron correlation and spin-orbit coupling (SOC) [70].
to the phase diagram introduced above in Fig. 1.1, a complex range of magnetic phases
can be realized in different lattice structures; of particular interest are structures exhibiting
a strong competition between the Heisenberg exchange and Kitaev exchange interactions,
yielding a Kitaev-Heisenberg S=1/2 Hamiltonian [39]
HKH = ∑
〈i,j〉
η
[
(1− |α|)~Si · ~Sj − 2αSγiji S
γij
j
]
, (1.2)
where η sets the sign of the exchange and the parameter -1 ≤ α ≤ 1 tunes between the
pure Kitaev limit and the pure Heisenberg limit and γij is the direction of the bond.
The competition of these interactions, combined with various lattice structures, also
generates a variety of exotic magnetic phases, as shown in Figure 1.2.
3
Figure 1.2: Diagram of iridiate compound’s phase as a function of Heisenberg interaction
and Kitaev interaction [39].
1.2 Investigating iridium systems using Raman
spectroscopy
As briefly introduced in the previous section, while strong spin orbit coupling effects can
lead to interesting properties and novel phases of matter, the high atomic numbers of ions
having strong spin-orbit interaction strengths present practical challenges for experimen-
tal studies.
For example, the high Z values associated with the strong spin orbit coupling strength
results in a high absorption cross section for x-rays. Additionally, the heavy elements are
rare, making it difficult and expensive to obtain large crystals required for neutron scat-
tering experiments. Furthermore, because many different degrees of freedom (e.g., spin,
lattice, electronic) are involved in the novel phases of these correlated systems, effective
studies of these materials often require multiple experimental techniques.
Inelastic light (Raman) scattering techniques can be carried out for large Z materi-
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als and does not require large samples. Indeed, as discussed below, a strong spin orbit
coupling strength is conducive to strong coupling between the photon and magnetic exci-
tations in the light scattering process, making this technique ideal for studying magnetic
excitations, such as magnons.
Additionally, inelastic light scattering is a very high resolution technique that is able
to detect at low energy scales (down to 1 meV or 8 cm−1) excitations, which is the energy
range of interest for studying magnons and phonons in correlated materials.
Lastly, Raman scattering can detect any excitation in the system that can modulate the
susceptibility tensor. Consequently, this technique is able to probe all the relevant exci-
tations associated with the diverse phases present in correlated materials. Furthermore,
the ability to perform Raman scattering experiments in different scattering geometries
enables one to determine the symmetry of different excitations, which aids in the identi-
fication of excitations and phases that may be difficult to identify using other techniques.
1.3 Overview of this thesis
This thesis describes inelastic light scattering (Raman) spectroscopy studies of the low-
energy spin-wave dynamics of Sr2IrO4 as functions of magnetic-field, pressure and tem-
perature.
First, a brief overview of the theoretical concepts associated with the complicated
magnetic and electronic phases of Sr2IrO4 are introduced in Chapter 2. Chapter 2 will
also describe important concepts useful for understanding strongly correlated systems in
the strong spin-orbit interaction regime.
Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical mechanisms associated with the Raman scatter-
ing technique, while Chapter 4 gives a detailed description of the experimental set up
used in this thesis work.
With the ground work laid out, Chapter 5 presents a study of Sr2IrO4 system under the
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extreme conditions of high magnetic field, high pressure, and low temperature, in which
we observe distinct isotropic and anisotropic regimes of the spin dynamics in Sr2IrO4.
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Chapter 2
Iridates: competition between spin-orbit
coupling and electron correlation
Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is a relativistic interaction that couples the electron’s orbit and
intrinsic spin. In materials with lighter elements, SOC is weak compared to other inter-
actions. However, in materials having heavier elements, SOC can become comparable in
strength to other interactions, leading to wonderful phenomena, such as the anomalous
Hall effect and topological insulating behavior. Strong spin-orbit coupled materials have
been studied extensively to search for exotic phases arising from the interplay between
SOC and correlation effects, particularly in 4d and 5d materials.
While interest in strongly correlated materials exhibiting strong spin-orbit coupling
has led to intensive study of these materials, a complete understanding of these materials
remains unclear. In this chapter, a brief overview of the key physical phenomena and
models associated with iridate systems is given.
2.1 Understanding strongly spin-orbit coupled correlated
materials
2.1.1 Spin-orbit interaction
In materials with weak SOC, the spin-orbit interaction can be treated as a perturbation,
and the electron dynamics is dominated by Coulombic and spin interactions. However,
in materials with heavier atoms, the spin-orbit interaction is comparable in strength to
other interactions and can not be treated as a perturbation.
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+Figure 2.1: Schematic of the electron orbit for nucleus frame (inertial frame) (left) and
electron frame (non-inertial frame) (right)
The spin-orbit interaction is a relativistic quantum effect. However, most features
of the spin-orbit interaction can be explained using non-relativistic quantum mechanics
rather than a fully relativistic treatment using the Dirac equation.
A mathematical description of the interaction between the spin and electron starts
with a simple classical picture of the electronic orbit around a nucleus with charge +Z
(Figure 2.1). To develop the description, it is convenient to consider a reference frame
in which the nucleus orbits the stationary electron. In this reference frame, the electron
experiences an effective magnetic field, Beff, caused by the motion of the charged nucleus,
Be f f =
E× v
c2
(2.1)
where E is the electric field generated by the nucleus, v is the velocity of the electron,
and c is the speed of light. The electric field generated by the nucleus has the following
radial dependence,
E = −∇V(r) = − r
r
dV(r)
dr
(2.2)
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Combining Eq. 2.2 and Eq. 2.1, Eq. 2.1 can be rewritten as,
Be f f = −1r
dV(r)
dr
r× v
c2
= −1
r
dV(r)
dr
h¯
me
L
c2
(2.3)
where the orbital angular momentum is h¯L = mer× v.
The interaction Hamiltonian associated with an electron having a magnetic moment
m (which is related to the electron spin by m = (geh¯/2me)) in a magnetic field is given
by,
HSO = −µ · B = eh¯
2
m2e c2r
dV(r)
dr
S · L (2.4)
where me is the mass of the electron and S is the spin of the electron. For a hydrogen-
like atom, the potential due to the nucleus is simply the Coulomb field given as,
1
r
dV(r)dr =
Ze
4pie0r3
(2.5)
where,
〈
r−3
〉
=
Z3
a30n3l(l +
1
2)(l + 1)
(2.6)
and where l is the orbital quantum number and ao is the Bohr radius. The total spin-
orbit splitting is given by,
HSO =
Ze2
m2c2
1
r3
L · S = Z
4e2h¯2
4pie0m2c2a30n3l(l +
1
2)(l + 1)
(2.7)
The non-relativistic calculation works fairly well, but is off by a factor of 1/2. This fac-
tor of 1/2 can be obtained by introducing a relativistic correction known as the Thomas
factor. The Thomas factor comes into play due to the fact that there are an infinite num-
ber of Lorentz transformations from the instantaneous rest frame of the electrons as the
electron orbits. However, Lorentz transformations do not commute when the direction
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of a particle’s velocity is changing, as occurs during Thomas precession, which yields a
factor of 1/2. A more detailed discussion of this relativistic correction can be found in
reference [56].
With the 1/2 relativistic correction, the strength of spin-orbit coupling of an electron
in a hydrogen-like atom Z, and angular momentum l is,
HSO =
Z4e2h¯2
8pie0m2c2a30n3l(l +
1
2)(l + 1)
(2.8)
As an important side note, while this result gives λ = Z4 HSOI = λL · S, this naive
picture assumes a hydrogen like atom. In reality, λ scales closer to Z2.
Additionally, note that because of the HSO contribution to this Hamiltonian, it makes
more sense to use eigenkets, L2, S2, J2, Jz as the basis set, since L · S does not commute
with Lz or Sz.
2.1.2 Hubbard model
The Hubbard model has had great success in describing correlated electronic systems. It
is a simple model that extends the tight-binding model and adds electron-electron cor-
relations. The Hubbard model was first introduced in 1963 by John Hubbard [29] and
provided a successful description of the insulating anti-ferromagnetic ground states of
transition metal monoxides (FeO, NiO, CoO). Since the 1960s, the Hubbard model has
been used more widely to describe many exotic materials, from heavy fermion systems
to high temperature superconductors [63].
The Hubbard model is intended to describe phases that arise from electronic correla-
tions, while retaining the minimal features of band-like and localized electronic behav-
iors. This model assumes:
1. The atoms are fixed at their lattice site with each atom having a single energy level.
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2. Electrons interact with each other only via the on-site Coulomb interaction Hamil-
tonian, Hint, which is characterized by the Coulomb interaction strength, U, that has
a value of zero for single or no electron occupation. There is also an electron kinetic
energy term, Hhop, which is characterized by a hopping parameter t and describes
hopping of the electron from one site to another.
Since the kinetic energy function dies exponentially as a function of r, the model only
includes the nearest neighbor hopping term.
The Hubbard Hamiltonian combines Hhop and Hint as follows,
HHubbard = Hhop +Hint = −t ∑
〈j,l〉σ
c†j,σcl,σ +U∑
j
nj↑nj↓ (2.9)
where cj,σ and c
†
j,σ the fermion destruction and creation operators, respectively, on
each atomic site (j) and spin state σ, and nj,σ = c
†
j,σcj,σ is the number operator. The fermion
creation and destruction operators follow the fermionic anti-commutation property as a
consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle.
The first term of the Hamiltonian describes the electron hopping term. An electron
with spin σ is destroyed at site l and created at site j, thus hopping from state l to j. This
transition s described by the hopping parameter t.
The second term of the Hamiltonian describes the on-site repulsion of electrons at site
j. When the site is occupied by a single electron, nj↑nj↓ = 0 and there is no repulsion.
However, when the site is occupied by two electrons (σ1 =↑ and σ2 =↓), then there is an
energy cost of strength U, which is associated with the Coulomb interaction between the
two occupying electrons.
It is useful to examine the Hubbard model in two limits: (i) the band limit, t U; and
(ii) the atomic limit, t U.
• Band-limit t  U: This limit recovers the tight binding model. The Hamiltonian
is diagonalized in reciprocal space, creating a itinerant electron band with width 4t,
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and the system is metallic
• Atomic-limit t  U: Due to a strong U, the electron is localized in this limit. The
Hamiltonian is diagonalized in real space, creating a half-filled insulator.
As U/t goes from the band limit to the atomic limit, the system exhibits a metal to in-
sulator transition, which is referred to as a Mott transition. The corresponding insulating
state is known as a Mott insulator.
2.1.3 Correlated systems in strong spin-orbit limit for Ir4+
As discussed in the previous section, a Mott insulator is an insulator that arises from a
competition between the electronic kinetic energy and the on-site repulsive energy due
to the Coulomb interaction. Many 3d transition metal oxides are Mott insulators because
of the comparable sizes of their electron hopping parameter t (or sometimes discussed
in terms of the electronic bandwidth W) and the on-site repulsion U. In materials with
more spatially extended 4d orbitals, it is expected that U will decrease and t will increase,
causing these materials to be closer to the small U/t limit. Consequently, as the Hubbard
model predicts, many 4d transition metal oxide systems are metallic. It is surprising,
therefore, that the 5d transition metal oxide Sr2IrO4, which is even further down the pe-
riodic table, is an insulator, in contradiction to the Hubbard model’s naive prediction.
Explaining the insulating behavior of Sr2IrO4 requires incorporating the effects of
strong spin-orbit coupling on the correlated electrons. [35]
Most common 5d transition metal oxides have a partially filled 5d ion in an octahe-
dral environment. Because of crystal-electric-field effects, the 5-fold degeneracy of the
5d-orbitals is split into a lower-energy, 3-fold degenerate band of t2g states and a higher
energy, 2-fold degenerate band of eg states (Figure. 2.2(e)), which are separated by the
crystal field energy. In most systems, the crystal field splitting is much larger than the
spin-orbit and Coulomb energies, and so the t2g states are well separated from the eg
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Figure 2.2: Mott transitions in strongly spin-orbit coupled Sr2IrO4 [35]
states. The valence of iridium in most iridium oxide compounds is 4+ (Ir4+), which cor-
responds to 5 electrons in the d-band. Consequently, most iridium oxide materials can be
treated as having a single hole in the t2g band. In the t2g manifold, the d-electrons are in
the le f f=1 state with |lz = 0〉 ≡ |xy〉, |lz = ±1〉 ≡ − 1√2(i |xz〉 ± |yz〉).
When including the effects of strong spin-orbit coupling, the wide 5d Ir t2g band splits
into a Je f f=1/2 doublet and Je f f=3/2 quartet (Figure. 2.2(e)). The Je f f=3/2 band is lower in
energy and separated from the Je f f=1/2 band by an energy of order 3λ/2, where lambda
is the spin-orbit coupling strength. The resulting spin-orbit split states can be written as
linear combinations of the t2g states as follows:
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∣∣∣∣12,±12
〉
=
√
1
3
(|yz,∓〉 ± i |xz,∓〉 ± |xy,±〉) (2.10)∣∣∣∣32,±32
〉
=
√
1
2
(|yz,±〉 ± i |xz,±〉) (2.11)∣∣∣∣32,±12
〉
=
√
1
6
(|yz,∓〉 ± i |xz,∓〉 − 2 |xy,±〉) (2.12)
Notice that spin and orbital degrees of freedom in the Je f f=1/2 and Je f f=3/2 states (Eq.
2.10-2.12) are ’entangled’, in the sense that these states don’t involve a simple product of
spin and orbital states. The 5 d-electrons in the Ir4+ system fill the lower Je f f=3/2 level,
leaving a single electron in the Je f f=1/2 band. Consequently, the angular momentum
operator, J, associated with the strongly entangled Je f f=1/2 band can be considered a
pseudo spin operator. The magnetic moment operator µ = µB(L + 2S) can be written
in terms of the pseudo-spin operator −2µBJ; the source of anisotropy in this regime is
associated with the interaction between J=1/2 moments, not with single-ion anisotropy.
The results of this model are clear in certain limits. First, in the limit in which the
Je f f=1/2 and Je f f=3/2 bands are well-separated in energy, the system can be described
by an effective single-band Hubbard model for electrons with an effective pseudo-spin
Je f f=1/2.
The assumption that the Je f f=1/2 and Je f f=3/2 bands are well separated in energy is
useful for understanding perovskite-based iridate systems. However, in honeycomb iri-
date systems such as Na2IrO3, the leading interaction term involving the Je f f=1/2 pseudo
spins approximately cancel, and the interaction between the Je f f=1/2 and Je f f=3/2 bands
can become relevant.
In the absence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC), the moderate U in 5d iridates is not ex-
pected to be sufficient to split the wide t2g band and induce a Mott transition. However,
in the presence of strong SOC, the t2g band splits into narrower Je f f=1/2 and Je f f=3/2
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bands (Figure. 2.2(e)); the split Je f f=1/2 band is much narrower than the t2g band and the
modest U is sufficient to induce a Mott transition, resulting in a Je f f=1/2 Mott insulator.
2.2 Kitaev-Heisenberg model for magnetism in iridates
2.2.1 Heisenberg model
As discussed above, the perovskite iridates can be described as single-band systems hav-
ing an effective pseudo-spin Je f f=1/2 in the strong correlation, large SOC regime. In this
regime, these systems can be described by the Heisenberg model. The Heisenberg model
successfully describes magnetic ordering of insulating crystals in terms of an exchange
coupling constant, J, and an interaction between spins, S, on nearest-neighbor sites, i and
j. The Heisenberg Hamiltonian can be written:
H = −∑
ij
JijSi · Sj (2.13)
which describes a simple exchange interaction between the electron spin on site i with
that on nearest-neighbor site j. This section will briefly go over the exchange interaction
this model describes.
In the two-electron exchange description, the electronic wavefunction can be written
as a product of spatial and spin functions. In the two-particle interaction Hamiltonian,
the energy of the system is only dependent on the spatial part of the wave function. Thus,
the wave function for a system of particles can be written as,
Ψ(~r1, σ1; ~r2, σ2; ...) = φ(~r1, ~r2, . . .)χ(σ1, σ2, . . .) (2.14)
For electrons, the overall wave function must be antisymmetric. Since we are consid-
ering two identical particles, the wave functions must be invariant under permutation of
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particles. Thus, for a symmetric (antisymmetric) spatial wavefunction, φ, the spin part of
the wavefunction, χ, must be antisymmetric (symmetric). This implies that there are two
possible states for the two-electron wave function.
S = 0 Singlet(mS = 0)⇒ ΨS = 12 [φa(~r1)φb(~r2) + φa(~r2)φb(~r1)] χS
S = 1 Triplet(mS = −1, 0,+1)⇒ ΨT = 12 [φa(~r1)φb(~r2)− φa(~r2)φb(~r1)] χT
with two possible energy states
ES =
∫
Ψ∗SHΨSd~r1d~r2
ET =
∫
Ψ∗THΨTd~r1d~r2
(2.15)
Assuming that the spin wavefunctions are normalized, the energy difference between
the singlet and triplet states can be written,
ES − ET = 2
∫
φ∗a (~r1)φ∗b (~r2)Hφa(~r2)φ
∗
b (~r1)d~r1d~r2 (2.16)
This energy difference can be parametrized using the exchange term S1 · S2. For the
singlet state S1 ·S2=−34 , while for the triplet state S1 ·S2=14 . Using this relation, the Hamil-
tonian can be rewritten in terms of S1 · S2 as,
H =
1
4
(ES + 3ET)− (ES − ET)S1 · S2 (2.17)
The Hamiltonian can now be separated into a constant term and a spin-dependent
term. The exchange constant J is defined as,
J =
ES − ET
2
=
∫
φ∗a (~r1)φ∗b (~r2)Hφa(~r2)φ
∗
b (~r1)d~r1d~r2 (2.18)
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and the spin-pendent part of exchange interaction can be written as,
Hspin = −2JS1 · S2 (2.19)
The above Hamiltonian can be generalized to a multi-particle system.
While explicit evaluation of the exchange integral is non-trivial problem, some salient
features of the model can be extracted by considering the sign of exchange constant J. A
positive value for J implies that ES is greater than ET, thereby favoring a triplet ground
state and promoting ferromagnetic ordering of the system. By contrast, a negative value
for J favors a singlet ground state and antiferromagnetic ordering.
2.2.2 Exploring spin dynamics correlated systems in strong spin-orbit
coupling regime
Just as strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) can affect the electronic properties of a system, as
discussed in Section 2.1.3, SOC can affect the magnetic properties of a material by entan-
gling the spin and orbital degrees of freedom. In this section, we examine the magnetic
properties of the correlated electronic system in the presence of strong spin-orbit coupling
for the particular case of Ir4+ perovskites described in Section 2.1.3.
Just as before, we will treat the J=1/2 band to be well separated in energy from the
J=3/2 band, so that we can consider only the J=1/2 band, i.e., there is no inter-orbital
interaction. Consider the single-ion Hamiltonian
H0 = λL · S+ ∆l2z (2.20)
where the first term is the spin-orbit interaction and the second term describes a tetrag-
onal distortion involving an extension of the unit cell in the z-direction.
The ground state of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.20 is a Kramers doublet of isospin states
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Figure 2.3: Density profile of a hole in isospin up state, where ∆=0. [33]
∣∣↑˜〉 and ∣∣↓˜〉
∣∣↑˜〉 = sinθ |0, ↑〉 − cosθ |+1, ↓〉∣∣↓˜〉 = sinθ |0, ↓〉 − cosθ |−1, ↑〉 (2.21)
where θ is dependent on the strength of spin-orbit coupling and the tetragonal distor-
tion tan(2θ)=2
√
2λ/(λ -2∆).
One of the interesting consequences of the iso-spin state (which will be referred to
simply as spin in the following) is that just like electric orbitals that give particular den-
sity distributions in real space, the spin states in Eq. 2.21 lead to particular spin density
distributions. Analogous to the effects of electronic orbitals, these spin density distribu-
tions have consequences on the intersite spin interactions, as these interactions depend
on the bond geometries illustrated in Figure 2.4.
A 180◦ bond configuration (Figure 2.4 (a)) is realized in ideal perovskites. In the 180
degree bond configuration, the hopping matrix is diagonal and only the |xy〉 and |xz〉
states are orbitally active. This Hamiltonian has been studied for 3d orbital states in Mott
insulators, and the exchange Hamiltonian for the spins is given by [34]
Hi,j = J1~Si · ~Sj + J2(~Si ·~rij)(~rij · ~Sj) (2.22)
where ~Si and ~Sj are isospin operators on sites i and j, respectively, and~rij is the unit
vector along the i,j bond. The first term in Eq. 2.22 is the Heisenberg exchange interaction
and the second term in Eq. 2.22 is an anisotropic dipole-like interaction term.
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Figure 2.4: 180◦ and 90◦ bond geomerties of TM-O-TM with corresponding active orbitals
along the bond. A 180◦ bond is realized in ideal perovskite with magnetic B site. A 90◦
bond is realized in honeycomb stcuture such as Na2IrO3 [33]
Following references [34] and [33], a derivation of the exchange parameters shows that
J1/J2 ∝ JH/U, where JH is the Hund’s exchange coupling parameter. This result shows
that the Heisenberg interaction term dominates the anisotropic dipole interaction term
(Eq. 2.22) in the presence of strong spin-orbit coupling. The dominance of the Heisenberg
interaction in a system with strong spin-orbit coupling is surprising. For example, unlike
the usual case in which Hund’s coupling is ignored and the anisotropic interaction is
treated as a perturbation in powers of λ, in the strongly spin-orbit coupled system, the
anisotropy term is dominated by Hund’s coupling, JH.
The magnetic properties of the strong spin-orbit coupled system are more exotic for
the 90◦ bond case (shown in Figure. 2.4 (b)). In this case, there are only two active or-
bitals, |xz〉 and |yz〉, and the hopping matrix is entirely off diagonal. This results in two
charge-transfer paths: one through the upper oxygen in Fig. 2.4 (b) and the other through
the lower oxygen in Fig. 2.4 (b). These two charge-transfer amplitudes interfere in a de-
structive manner and the isotropic part of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.22 vanishes. This
leaves the anisotropic part of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.22 as the dominant term.
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One of the most interesting consequences of this destructive interference is that now
the exchange interactions depends on the spatial orientation of the bond. The anisotropic
interaction Hamiltonian can be written in terms of the bond γ between the transition
metal ions:,
H(γ)ij = −JSγi Sγj (2.23)
One of the remarkable features of this Hamiltonian is that one can ’engineer’ a system
that is a direct realization of a Kitaev model.
2.2.3 Brief introduction and realization of Kitaev model in real
systems
The Kitaev model describes the magnetic interactions on a honeycomb lattice in which
the exchange interaction is highly anisotropic, i.e., dependent on the bond direction. The
Hamiltonian for the model is given as,
HKitaev = −Jx ∑
x−links
~σxi ~σ
x
j − Jy ∑
y−links
~σ
y
i ~σ
y
j − Jz ∑
z−links
~σzi~σ
z
j (2.24)
One of the remarkable features of this model is that it is an exactly solvable two-
dimensional model. The model reduces the problem into non-interacting Majorana
fermions and exhibits many phases with fascinating properties, such as a quantum spin
liquid phase. There has been a significant amount of effort to discover a quantum liquid
state in geometrically frustrated materials that can be characterized as Kagome or other
triangular lattices. In addition to the quantum spin liquid phase, the Kitaev model in-
cludes a non-trivial topological phase with possible applications in quantum computers.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to find a real system that is exactly described by the Kitaev
model, because in most real magnetic materials, the Heisenberg exchange interaction will
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Figure 2.5: Three types (x,y,z) bond on a honeycomb surface [40]
be dominant. The 90◦ bond geometry gives a promising route for realizing the Kitaev
model in a real material. In reference [33], layered transition metal oxides with ABO2
and A2BO3 structures have been suggested as good candidates for realizing the Kitaev
model in materials. The Kitaev model has also been applied to numerous other 4d and
5d systems, such as α-RuCl3, [4], iridate double perovskites [1], and a growing number of
other materials.
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Chapter 3
Raman Scattering – Theory
When light impinges on a material, light interacts with the electronic and atomic con-
stituents of the material and scatters. While most of the light scatters back with the same
energy (called Rayleigh scattering), a small fraction of the light scatters with a different
energy, revealing important information about the material. This scattering of light is
called Raman scattering (inelastic light scattering) and was first theoretically predicted
by Smekal in 1923 and discovered in 1928 by Sir C. V. Raman. [27, 60]
Since its discovery, Raman scattering has expanded not only in its application, but
also numerous advanced types of experiments have been developed. Raman scattering
has been a valuable tool for studying a wide range of solid-state systems, such as semi-
conductors, low-dimensional systems, superconductors, magnetic systems and complex
oxides. Raman scattering has also been useful in a variety of applications, such as iden-
tification of chemical composition, bond symmetry, and molecular identification. [46]
Also, numerous specialized types of Raman spectroscopic techniques, including surface-
enhanced Raman, resonance Raman, tip-enhanced Raman, polarized Raman, stimulated
Raman (analogous to stimulated emission), transmission Raman, spatially offset Raman,
and hyper Raman have been developed.
This chapter will give a brief overview of the theoretical aspects of Raman scatter-
ing. First, both classical and quantum-mechanical desciptions of Raman scattering will
be given. Then, brief descriptions of the mechanisms for the coupling of light to phonons
and magnons will be given. The next chapter will be devoted to the experimental set up
used in this thesis, including detailed information on the instruments used in our Raman
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scattering measurements under ambient conditions, as well as the apparatus used for
carrying out experiments under extreme conditions of low temperature, high magnetic
fields, and high pressure.
3.1 Raman scattering theory
A simple idealized light scattering experiment process is shown in Figure 3.1(a).
Monochromatic light with frequency ωi with polarization ei is directed to a sample. The
incident light scatters from the sample, and scattered light with frequency ωs and polar-
ization es is collected using collection optics and detected with a photomultiplier or other
detection apparatus. A schematic for a typical spectra that can be collected is shown in
Figure 3.1(b).
The scattered light spectrum has elastic and inelastic contributions. Most of the
light scatters back with the same frequency (ωs=ωi). This elastic scattering is known as
Rayleigh scattering. The inelastic scattering contribution has two components, Stokes and
anti-Stokes scattering, which appear on either side of the elastically scattered Rayleigh
component.
A simple schematic diagram illustrating the Stokes and anti-Stokes processes is shown
in Figure 3.2. As shown in the schematic, the Raman scattering process involves the de-
struction or creation of electronic, vibrational, or magnetic quanta of energy in the sample.
In Stokes scattering, the scattered photon has less energy than the incident photon,
ω = ωi −ωs
where h¯ω is the energy gained by the sample from Stokes scattering process.
Similarly, in the anti-Stokes process, the scattered photon has higher energy than the
incident photon, reflecting the loss of energy h¯ω in the sample.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Idealized schematic of a light scattering experiment. Light with a well-
defined energy and polarization (ωi, es) is incident on the sample and scatters from the
material in a scattering volume (V). Scattered light with energy ωs and polarization es is
collected by collection optics in a cross-sectional area dΩ. (b) Schematic showing a typical
light scattering spectrum. Elastically light dominates the inelastic scattered light by many
orders of magnitude. Inelastic scattered light within 1 cm-1 (0.03 THz or 0.12 meV) of the
elastic line is typically called Brillouin scattering and is detected using interferometric
techniques, while inelastic signals at higher energies (greater than 1 cm-1) are called Ra-
man scattering. The intensities of the Stokes and anti-Stokes signals will are related by
detailed balance (see Equation 3.1) under normal circumstances and thus this intensity
relationship depends on the temperature
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Figure 3.2: Energy diagram schematic for Rayleigh, Stokes and Anti-Stokes scattering
process. The red arrow indicates the electronic transition induced by the incident photon,
while the blue arrow indicates the electronic transition associated with emission of the
scattered photon.
ω = ωs −ωi
Since anti-Stokes scattering involves the destruction of an existing excitation in the
sample and Stokes scattering involves the creation of an excitation, the ratio of Stokes to
anti-Stokes scattering intensities is related by detailed balance:
IAS
IS
(∆ω, T) =
(
ωi +ω
ωi −ω
)4
exp
(
− h¯ω
kBT
)
(3.1)
Typical Raman scattering experiments use visible light as the excitation source. Visible
light has wavelengths on the order of 1000s of angstroms, which is much larger than the
typical unit-cell size (1 A˚). Consequently, the momentum transferred to the solid in a
typical Raman scattering experiment, q=1/1000 A˚−1, is typically very small compared
to the size of the Brillouin zone, qBZ=1 A˚−1 So, Raman scattering typically probes only
zone-center excitations.
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3.1.1 Classical description
Light incident on the sample with electric field ~E(ω,~r) induces a polarization, ~P(ω,~r),
in the sample. The resulting radiation originates from electric and magnetic multipole
moments of the sample. Since the electric multipole contribution dominates over the
magnetic contribution, we will only consider the induced electric multipole.
To first order, the induced polarization in the sample is given by
~P(ω,~r) = e0χ(ω)~E(ω,~r) (3.2)
where χ is the dynamical electric susceptibility tensor of the material and eo is the
electric permittivity of free space. Typically the intensity of the light source used in light-
scattering experiment is low, so the higher-order contributions to the induced polariza-
tion can be ignored.
The scattering process is a result of spatial and temporal fluctuations of the suscepti-
bility tensor, χ, in the medium. Consequently, the susceptibility can be expanded in terms
of the normal coordinates, Q, associated with these fluctuations, as shown in Equation 3.3,
χ = χ0 +∑
a
(
∂χ
∂Qa
)0Qa +
1
2∑a,a′
(
∂2χ
∂Qa∂Qa′
)0QaQa′ + · · · (3.3)
where dχ/dQ, etc., are susceptibility derivatives, and the subscript 0 denotes an ex-
pansion about the equilibrium positions of the system.
The linear term in Qa leads to first order scattering, and the higher-order terms lead
to higher-order scattering processes. Once again, due to the low contribution of higher
order terms, we will only consider the first order term.
The induced polarization in the sample up to first order in the dynamical fluctuation
Qa = Q0cosωkt is given by,
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~P = e0[χ0 +∑
a
(
∂χ
∂Qa
)0Q0 cosωkt] · ~Ei cosωit (3.4)
The first term (χ0) in the brackets above is associated with a dipole oscillation hav-
ing the same frequency as the incident light, ωi, so this term is associated with elastic
light scattering. The second term in brackets above corresponds to the inelastic scattering
contribution, which can be written,
~Pi = ∑
a
(
∂χ
∂Qa
)0Q0 · ~Ei cosωkt · cosωit (3.5)
=
1
2∑a
(
∂χ
∂Qa
)0Q0 · ~Ei(cos(ωi +ωk)t+ cos(ωi −ωk)t) (3.6)
Equation 3.6 shows that an excitation is Raman-active (Raman-allowed) if the first deriva-
tive of the susceptibility tensor is non-zero with respect to the dynamical variable Q. This
derivative depends on the crystal symmetry and will be discussed further in Section 3.1.5.
3.1.2 Scattering cross section
The scattering cross section is where scattering theory and experiment meet. So far, we
have discussed only the mechanism for inelastic light scattering. However, we have not
yet discussed the intensities expected for different excitations. The scattering cross section
provides a measure of the intensity of the inelastic scattering process.
The derivation of the inelastic light scattering cross section is involved and beyond the
scope of this thesis. Detailed derivations of the inelastic light scattering cross section can
be found in references [27] and [46]. In this thesis, the main results of these derivations,
and the significance of these results, will be discussed.
Many factors influence the measured intensity of an inelastic light scattering process.
As illustrated in Figure 3.1, these factors include the incoming light intensity, the volume
of sample illuminated by the incident light, the collection optics, and the efficiency of the
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light scattering process.
The total scattering cross section, σ, is the effective area that reflects the likelihood of
scattering in all directions caused by a particular excitation. However, it is difficult to
experimentally collect scattered light over all possible directions, and a typical detector is
placed at a fixed position, and therefore detects the scattered light only over a solid angle
dΩ. Consequently, in most experiments, the signal collected from a scattering event is
better described by the differential scattering cross section dσ/dΩ. Furthermore, typical
experiments focus on a particular scattering event involving an excitation with a partic-
ular energy ω. Thus, the spectral differential scattering cross section, d2σ/dΩdωS, is the
most relevant quantity to consider for most experimental results. Consequently, in the
remainder of this chapter, we will use the term ”cross section” to refer to the spectral
differential scattering cross section, unless otherwise specified.
As mentioned in earlier section, inelastic scattered light is associated with the change
in the susceptibility of the material, ∂χ. Without further detailed proof, the classical cross
section can be written as,
d2σ
dΩdωS
=
ωIω
3
SV
(4pic2)2
nS
nI
∣∣∣∣eˆS · dχdX · eˆI
∣∣∣∣2 〈X(q,ω)X∗(qω)〉 (3.7)
In Equation 3.7, V is the scattering volume, nI and nS are the refractive indices of
the incident and scattered light inside the medium, respectively, and 〈X(q,ω)X∗(qω)〉 is
the thermal average of fluctuations X associated with the excitation responsible for the
inelastic light scattering response. For example, for phonon Raman scattering, X would
reflect the displacement of atoms from their equilibrium position.
Equation 3.7 captures several important features of the measured Raman scattering
signal. First, the susceptibility derivative, dχ/dX, determines the Raman activity of a
particular excitation, X. In other words, if the excitation X, does not modulate the sus-
ceptibility of the crystal, the mode is not observable with inelastic light scattering. The
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second feature to note is the role of incident and scattered polarization of the light. The∣∣∣eˆS · dχdX · eˆI∣∣∣ term describes relationship between the symmetry of the excitation and the
scattering configuration used in a particular experiment.
3.1.3 Quantum mechanical description
The quantum mechanical description of inelastic light scattering involves several pro-
cesses, including the transition of a crystal from an initial to a final state, the annihilation
of an incoming photon of energy Ei, and the creation of a scattered photon with energy
Es.
There are two key questions to consider when developing a quantum mechanical de-
scription of the inelastic light scattering process. First, how does light couple to the exci-
tation in question (e.g., phonon, magnon, plasmon, etc.), and second, at what rate does
the scattering process happen? To understand both the light scattering coupling mecha-
nism and the intensity of a particular light scattering proccess, it is useful to consider the
following Hamiltonian for the radiation fields, the crystal, and the coupling between the
radiation fields and crystal:
Hˆ = HˆR + HˆC + HˆER (3.8)
In Eq. 3.8, HˆR is the Hamiltonian associated with the incident and scattered radiation
fields, HˆC is the Hamiltonian associated with the crystal, and HˆER represents the coupling
of radiation to the electrons in the crystal. The Hamiltonian for the crystal can be further
divided into
HˆC = HˆO + HˆI (3.9)
where HˆO is the Hamiltonian for elementary excitation in the crystal (e.g., electronic,
magnetic, vibrational, etc.) and HˆI represents the coupling between the excitations. We
are mainly interested in the coupling between the electron excited by the incident photon
and the excitation being probed in the Raman scattering experiment.
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In the classical description, a photon is incident on a crystal and the photon interacts
with an excitation (e.g., phonon or magnon) and loses or gains energy. However, direct
coupling between a photon and an excitation such as a magnon or phonon is generally
very weak. For most excitations probed via Raman scattering, the radiation couples di-
rectly to an electron in the crystal (via the dipole interaction) and inelastic light scattering
from an elementary excitation results because of the interaction, HˆI , between the excited
electron and the excitation. The interaction Hamiltonian Hint depends on the specific
elementary excitation under consideration; further details about Raman scattering from
vibrational and magnetic excitations will be discussed in the next section.
The intensity of the Raman scattering process depends on the transition rate between
inital and final states (1/τ). An estimate of this transition rate can be made using Fermi’s
golden rule,
Pi f =
2pi
h¯
ρdos(ωs)
∣∣∣HˆI(~ki, i :~ks, f )∣∣∣2 δ(h¯ωi + Ei − h¯ωs − E f ) (3.10)
where ρdos is the density of states associated with the scattered photons, Ei and E f are
the initial and final states of the crystal, respectively, and h¯ωi and h¯ωs are the energies
of the incident and scattered photons, respectively. As discussed earlier, the main chal-
lenge to determining the transition probability is identifying the interaction Hamiltonian
that describes the interaction between the photon and the crystal. Recalling the classical
description, the interaction between the crystal and photon can be written:
HˆI = Hˆp + Hˆm + HˆΘ (3.11)
where Hˆp, Hˆm, and HˆΘ are the dipole, magnetic, and multipole interaction contributions,
respectively.
Since the visible light used for the scattering experiment has a wavelength on the
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order of 1×10−7 angstroms while atomic scale is 1×10−10 angstroms, the electric field
due to the light is approximately constant over the Brillouin zone and can be considered
approximately constant. Hˆm, and HˆΘ have significant contributions only if the electric
field is not constant, so we can simplify the interaction Hamiltonian as,
HˆI(~ki, i :~ks, f ) = ∑
r,α,β
Eαi χ(r)
αβEβs (3.12)
where α and β represent Cartesian coordinates, and the electric field can be represented
in terms of creation and annihilation operators.
3.1.4 Phonon and magnon Raman scattering
In this section, we will briefly discuss inelastic light scattering from phonons and
magnons in a crystal, which is relevant to the research described in this thesis. The cross
section has a term dχ/dX – where X represents the fluctuation in the medium associated
with the excitation – which determines the inelastic scattering activity associated with
the excitation. The term dχ/dX, where X is the modulation of the medium in question,
determines the inelastic scattering strength associated with the excitation X. Therefore,
developing a description for how light scatters from a particular excitation, X, consists of
describing how that excitation modulates the susceptibility χ.
Phonon scattering
The most commony observed inelastic light scattering process is associated with scatter-
ing from phonons. Phonons cause a slowly varying potential that modulates the charge
and causes changes in the susceptibility tensor. Phonons can be expressed as displace-
ments of the atoms in a crystal from their equilibrium positions and expanded in terms
of a normal coordinate Q.
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δχ
αβ
ν =
Nc
∑
a=1
Qa,ν
∂χαβ(ω)
∂Qa
(3.13)
One of the simplest ways to model phonons is to treat the normal mode vibration as
a harmonic oscillator via the relationship
W¨σ + ΓσW˙σ +ω2σWσ = 0 (3.14)
where Wσ is the vibrational displacement, ωσ is the natural frequency of the vibration
(i.e., the phonon frequency), and Σσ is the damping constant. To calculate the cross
section due to the oscillation of this mode requires figuring out the power spectrum,
〈X(q)X∗(q)〉, for the oscillation Wσ.
The fluctuation-dissipation theorem provides a way to calculate the power spectrum
(thermal average) of the phonon excitation. More detail on the fluctuation dissipation
theory can be found in [27] and [42]. The theorem outlined and proved by [42] gives the
spectrum as,
1
2
〈X∗(q)X(q) + X(q)X∗(q)〉ω =
h¯
pi
{
nω +
1
2
}
ImT(q,ω) (3.15)
where T(q,ω) is the linear response function, which is the proportionality factor be-
tween the fictitious driving force and the average amplitude of the excitation.
From the harmonic oscillator model, the relationship between the driving force, f, and
the steady-state amplitude W is given by
f = (ω2σ −ω2 − iωΣσ)W¯σ(q,ω) (3.16)
From Eq. 3.16, the linear response function T(q,ω) – which is the proportionality
factor between f and W – can be found. Plugging T(q,ω) into equation 3.15, the power
spectrum of the excitation is given by:
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Figure 3.3: Feynman diagram illustrating first order Raman scattering process of a
phonon. |a〉 and |b〉 represents the intermediate electronic states.
〈Wσ(q)W∗σ (q)〉ω =
h¯
2Nωσ
{n(ωσ) + 1} gσ(ω) (3.17)
where gσ(ω) is
gσ(ω) =
Γσ/2pi
(ω2σ −ω2)2 + (Γσ/2)2
(3.18)
The power spectrum is a Lorentzian function centered at frequency ωσ and with line-
width Γσ.
In the quantum mechanical description, phonon scattering is not due to direct cou-
pling between light and the phonon, but is rather associated with a third-order process
depicted by the Feynman diagram in Figure 3.3: an initial dipole scattering process be-
tween the incident photon (ωi) and an electron in the crystal is followed by a creation of
a phonon by the excited electron via the electron-phonon interaction; the scattering pro-
cess concludes with a second dipole interaction between the electron and the scattered
photon, as depicted in Figure 3.3:
1. An initial dipole scattering process between the incident photon (ωi) and an electron
in the crystal, via HˆER
2. Creation of a phonon by the excited electron via the electron-phonon interaction |b〉
(Hˆel−ph)
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Figure 3.4: Energy diagram schemetic for magnon scattering mechanism.
3. The scattering process concludes with a second dipole interaction between the elec-
tron and the scattered photon
Using Fermi’s golden rule, the scattering probability associated with the phonon scat-
tering process described above can be written,
Pi f ≈ 2pih¯
∣∣∣∣∣ 〈0|He−r|a〉
〈
a|He−ph|b
〉 〈b|He−r|0〉
(h¯ωi − Ea + iΓ)(h¯ωs − Eb + iΓ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(3.19)
One of the most interesting features of 3.19 is the denominator: when the incoming or
outgoing photon energy is similar to the energy of the electronic states Ea or Eb, the tran-
sition probability is greatly enhanced. This effect is known as the resonance effect, and it
shows that tuning the incident or scattered photon energies to real electronic transitions
in a material can be used to enhance the Raman scattering signal.
Magnon Scattering
In magnetic materials, the susceptibility χ is a spin-dependent quantity. Consequently,
for magnetic materials, χ can be expanded in terms of spin operators. Following the
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approach detailed in reference [12], the susceptibility tensor can be written as,
χαβ = χ
αβ
0 (r) +∑
µ
Kαβµ(r)S
µ
r +∑
µ,ν
Gαβµν(r)S
µ
r Sνr +∑
δ
∑
µ,ν
Hαβµν(r, δ)S
µ
r Sνr+δ + · · · (3.20)
K, G, and H are different coupling strengths between light and the magnetic system
and r is the ion site on which the spin operator is acting.
Single magnon scattering involves single-ion terms only, and thus only terms involv-
ing K and G in Eq. 3.20 are involved in single magnon scattering. The microscopic transi-
tions associated with single-magnon light scattering are illustrated in Figure 3.4. Consider
a magnetic ion with an L=0 ground state. In a magnetically ordered state, the effective
field will split the L=0 ground state into 2S+1 spin states, while the L=1 excited state
will split into S+1, S, and S-1 states because of spin-orbit coupling (λ L·S). Because of the
mixing of l and s states, dipole transitions associated with the inelastic light scattering
process can result in a change in the spin state (see Fig. 3.4), associated with the creation
or annihilation of a magnon.
The higher order term with tensor H gives rise to two-magnon scattering since it in-
volves two ion sites. Since this process involves two nearest-neighbor ions, the exchange
constant can be estimated from the measured two-magnon energy.
3.1.5 Group theoretical analysis
The scattering cross section term,
∣∣∣eˆS · dχdX · eˆI∣∣∣, determines the excitation symmetries that
are observable for a particular scattering geometry of the experiment. Neumann’s princi-
ple states that:
”The symmetry of a physical property of a crystal must include the same spa-
tial symmetry characteristics as the crystal structure and thus the symmetry
of the matter tensor, such as susceptibility tensor, must include all of the sym-
metry operations contained in the point group of the crystal.”
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This section will describe the analysis of phonon modes; this analysis is covered in more
detail in references [15, 20, 27]. The symmetry analysis of magnetic scattering will not be
covered in this section, but can be found in reference [13].
Determining observable phonon modes in a crystal is a two step process. First, given
a particular space group of a crystal, one must determine the allowed normal phonon
modes associated with that crystal symmetry. Once the allowed phonon symmetries are
determined, one must determine whether a particular phonon symmetry is Raman active
or not.
The incident and scattered electric fields in the Raman scattering process transform
like polar vectors, ΓPV . In the Raman scattering process, the Raman tensor – which has
the same symmetry as the excitation X, must satisfy the relationship ΓPV = ΓX ⊗ ΓPV ,
where ΓX and ΓPV are the irreducible representations with the symmetry properties of
the excitation and electric field, respectively.
To identify the phonons that are allowed in a crystal with a particular space group,
the following procedure should be used:
1. Identify symmetry of the crystal in question (point group of the crystal).
2. Find Γequivalence = Γa.s. which is number of atoms that are invariant under a par-
ticular symmetry operation of the group. Since Γa.s is normally a reducible repre-
sentation of the crystal’s symmetry group, decompose Γa.s in terms of irreducible
representations.
3. Extract the irreducible representations associated with vibrations in the crystal by
taking the direct product of the site symmetry, Γa.s., with the irreducible representa-
tion that transforms like a translation vector, since molecular vibrations involve the
translation of atoms, Γmol.vib = (Γa.s. ⊗ Γvec)− Γtrans − Γrot
4. Identify the irreducible representations that transform like a polarizability tensor.
These are the representations that transform like Raman-active modes.
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Table 3.1: Crystallographic data of Sr2IrO4 at room temperature (295 K) [14]
Space Group I41/acd (142)
a = 5.497 9(2) A˚, c = 25.798(1) A˚, V = 779.8(1) A˚3
Element Wyckoff Position Site Symmetry x y z
Ir 8a S4 0 1/4 3/8
Sr 16d C2 0 1/4 0.55056(6)
O1 16d C2 0 1/4 0.45475(7)
O2 16f C2 0.2012(3) 0.4512(3) 1/8
However, for more complicated crystal groups with a large unit-cell or many symme-
try operations, this procedure can be quite arduous. The correlation method, detailed in
reference [20], presents an alternative way of calculating the normal modes in a crystal
that is straightforward and quick.
In the correlation method, the crystal’s space group symmetry must first be deter-
mined. Consequently, x-ray crystallographic data must be available for the crystal (the
same is true for the general method described above), such as that shown for the I41/acd
space group in Table 3.1. Once the structure is determined, the number of molecules per
Bravais cell must be determined to correctly calculate the number of vibrations allowed
in the crystal. For example, for the material of interest in this research, Sr2IrO4, the space
group is I41/acd. I41/acd has 2 Bravais cells per crystallographic unit cell and there are
8 Sr2IrO4 molecular units per crystallographic unit cell, so there are 4 Sr2IrO4 molecular
units in the Bravais unit cell.
The site symmetry of each atom is a subgroup of the full symmetry of the Bravais
unit cell. This can be easily determined with the help of Wyckoff positions given in the
crystallographic table and Appendix I of reference [20]. For the space group of Sr2IrO4,
I41/acd (space group #142), the Wyckoff tables give the following site symmetries:
S4(4); D2(4); Ci(8); 3C2(8); C1(16)
Each site symmetry is listed in order of Wyckoff alphabetic ordering and the number
in parenthesis gives the number of sites with the associated site symmetry. In some cases,
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the site symmetry of an atom in a compound can be determined by comparing the num-
ber of atoms of a given type in the compound to the number of available sites having a
given symmetry. However for Sr2IrO4, in a Bravais unit cell there are 4 molecules (8 Sr,
4 Ir, 8 O1, 8 O2). Considering just iridium, there still is an ambiguity as to whether it
has S4 site symmetry or D2 symmetry. However, since the Wyckoff position to be 8a, it
can be determined that the correct site symmetry for iridium is S4. The rest of the site
symmetries of elements in Sr2IrO4 can be similarly determined and are listed in Table 3.1.
The next step is to correlate the translation species of the particular site symmetry to
the crystal group using correlation tables. Once the site symmetry’s translational species
are correlated to the crystal group, the overall crystal vibration is given as:
Γcrystvib = Γcryst − Γaccoust (3.21)
similar to the procedure described for the general method above.
From the S4 character table, the translation species are B and E. These species can be
correlated with the irreducible representations of the D4h space group as follows,
ΓIr = B1g + B2g + A1u + A2u + 2Eg + 2Eu
For a quick sanity check at this point, since there are 4 iridium atoms at the site, there
should be 3·4 = 12 degrees of freedom; indeed, the above decomposition is associated
with 12 vibrational modes, as we expect.
The other sites can be decomposed similarly. Combining all irreducible representa-
tions from the occupied sites, and eliminating Raman-inactive modes (modes that don’t
transform like the polarizability tensor) gives the fpllowing Raman-active vibrations for
Sr2IrO4,
ΓSr2 IrO4 = 4A1g + 7B1g + 5B2g + 16Eg (3.22)
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Table 3.2: D4h character table
D4h E 2C4 C2 2C’2 2C”2 i 2S4 σh 2σv 2σd Raman tensor
A1g 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 αxx + αyy, αzz
A2g 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 Rz
B1g 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 αxx − αyy
B2g 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 αxy
Eg 2 0 -2 0 0 2 0 -2 0 0 (Rx, Ry) (αxz, αyz)
A1u 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
A2u 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 Tz
B1u 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1
B2u 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
Eu 2 0 -2 0 0 -2 0 2 0 0 (Tx, Ty)
Table 3.3: S4 character table
S4 E S4 C2 S34 Raman tensor
A 1 1 1 1 Rz αxx + αyy, αzz
B 1 -1 1 -1 Tz αxx − αyy, αxy
E 1
1
i
-i
-1
-1
-i
i
(Tx, Ty); (Rx, Ry) (αxz, αyz)
Table 3.4: Relevant section of correlation table for D4h
C2 C”2
D4h S4 C2 C2
A1g A A A
A2g A A B
B1g B A B
B2g B A A
Eg E 2B A+B
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resulting in a total of 32 Raman active modes.
The scattering geometry dependence can be found either by examining the Raman
tensor for a given symmetry using references such as ref. [27] or by consulting tables
like Table 3.3 or 3.2. Using this information, the observed Raman modes’ symmetries
can be determined; alternatively, knowing the symmetry of a particular observed mode –
and the scattering geometries in which the mode appears – can be used to determine the
orientation of the crystal.
However, the above analysis only gives the number and symmetries of allowed modes
for a particularly crystal symmetry. While knowing the symmetry of a mode is sometime
sufficient information for identifying the normal mode vibration associated with a partic-
ular phonon, in some cases – including for Sr2IrO4 – additional information is needed to
identify specific modes, such as first principal calulation of rough mode energies.
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Chapter 4
Raman Scattering – Experimental Set up
A typical Raman scattering experiment consists three major components: a light source,
a sample environment, and a detector, as shown in Figure 4.1. Since the Raman scattered
signal is much weaker than, and very close in energy to, the elastically scattered light,
an effective experimental Raman scattering setup must include a coherent light source,
optics that allow selection and manipulation of light polarization, and a detector that can
effectively reject unwanted signal.
A commonly used energy unit for Raman scattering is ‘cm−1’, which reflects the en-
ergy shift of the relevant excitation energy from the incident light energy. Different spec-
troscopic methods often used different energy units, and the conversions between some
of the most popular units are given in Table 4.1.
This section is organized as follows: First, the essential experimental components of a
Raman scattering system will be discussed in detail, then the overall experimental proce-
dure will be described.
Table 4.1: Conversion factors for commonly used energy units
Wavenumber Frequency Temperature Electron Volts Joules
(cm−1) (THz) (K) (meV) (J)
1 cm−1 1 cm−1 0.029979 1.4388 0.12399 1.9865 × 10−23
1 THZ 33.356 1 THz 0.020836 4.1357 6.6262 × 10−22
1 K 0.069503 47.992 1K 0.086173 1.3807 × 10−23
1 meV 8.0655 0.24180 11.605 1 meV 1.6022 × 10−22
1 J 5.0340 × 1022 1.50092 × 1021 7.2429 × 1022 6.2415 × 1021 1 J
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Figure 4.1: Overall Raman scattering experimental set up used for the experiment in this
thesis. Acronyms exapnded for (a) – BF: Bandpass filter, PM: Prism modochromator, PR:
Polarization rotator, PB: Polarizing beamsplitter, HPC: High pressire cell, PA: Polarization
analyzer.
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Table 4.2: Relevant specifications for Innova 70C-K
Single-Line (647.1nm) 0.35 W Max Power
Beam Divergence 0.8 mrad
Beam Diameter 1.5 mm
Maximum Tube Current 40 Amps
4.1 Light Source
A Raman scattering experiment requires the incident light to be intense, monochromatic,
collimated, and polarized. As discussed earlier, the Raman scattering signal is often very
weak, is generally close in energy to the incident light energy, and has an intensity that
depends strongly on the scattering geometry. In addition, most Raman scattering experi-
ments are performed on single crystals with sample size limitations. Thus, an appropriate
light source is one of the key components of a Raman scattering set up.
Early Raman scattering measurements used a mercury arc lamp and a prism spec-
trograph, which required rather heroic efforts and a complicated experimental set up to
carry out measurements (some of these efforts can be found in [71]). These early meth-
ods had limited capability, causing Raman scattering to fall out of favor compared to IR
spectroscopy as a spectroscopic technique. However, the invention of the laser – which
was an ideal light source for Raman scattering – brought on a resurgence of the Raman
scattering technique.
In our lab at UIUC, a water-cooled gas Kr laser (Coherent Innova I-70C-K Scientific)
is used. Gas lasers provide very narrow (∼Ghz) bandwidths, making them ideal for
spectroscopic studies. The krypton laser, with a main operating line at 647.1 nm (reddish
part of the spectrum), is especially well suited for our lab, since the fluorescence from the
high pressure anvil materials we use is reduced for incident wavelengths in the red part
of the spectrum.
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4.2 Relevant optical components
Combined with the laser, additional optical components allow one to obtain a wider
range of information about the excitations studied (such as symmetry information) and
provide an opportunity to measure the sample under different conditions (e.g., high pres-
sure, low temperature, high magnetic field, etc.). Additionally, one problem with the use
of a gas laser is the presence of additional ”plasma” lines that complicate the measured
spectrum. Additional optical components are needed to remove extraneous spectral fea-
tures from the detected spectrum.
The optical components used in a typical Raman scattering system have the following
purposes: obtaining truly monochromatic light, controlling the incident and scattered
polarizations, and directing the light to and focusing the light on the sample.
Obtaining a monochromatic beam
Illuminating the sample with monochromatic light is crucial for obtaining high res-
olution spectra, since the energy bandwidth of the incident light will directly affect the
energy resolution of the Raman signal. The following optical components are used to
achieve a monochromatic beam:
• Band pass filter (BP): Serves as a sharp cutoff filter that eliminates everything out-
side of the laser line with very narrow sharp cut off (typical nominal FWHM: 2.5
nm) with high transmission (∼ 90%) for the center laser light (647.1nm ). (Semrock,
Inc. MaxLine laser clean-up filter with a center wavelength of 647.1nm)
• Prism monochromator (PM): While the band pass filter provides a sharp linewidth
of the incident light, additional ’plasma’ lines emitted by the laser can confuse iden-
tification of the Raman signal. A prism monochromator is used to disperse the
incident laser light and eliminate unwanted spectral lines in the incident light
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Polarization Control
• Polarization Rotator (PR): A polarization rotator is used to rotate the linear polar-
ized light without much power loss, providing the ability to control the orientation
of the incident light polarization relative to the crystal orientation of the sample. A
Spectra Physics model 310-21 is used to rotate the plane of polarization through an
accurately calibrated angle between 0-720◦ in 20± 0.20 increments. The polarization
rotator has a transmission greater than 98% and a wavelength range 400-700 nm.
• Polarizing Beamsplitter (PB): Once the laser light polarization is selected by the po-
larization rotator, a polarizing beamsplitter is used to make sure the desired polar-
ization is incident on the sample. Linearly polarized light can be decomposed into
p- and s-polarization states. P-polarized (from the German word ’parallel’) light has
an electric field polarized parallel to the plane of incidence, while s-polarized (from
the German word ’senkrecht’) light is perpendicular to this plane. The p-polarized
component is transmitted and the s-polarized component is reflected at 90 degrees.
By changing the plane of incidence, only the wanted polarized light can be transmit-
ted. Our lab uses an Optics for Research model PE-10 VIS, which has an extinction
ratio of the transmitted p-component and reflected s-component that is greater than
2000:1, with a wavelength range 450 - 675 nm and a P-wave transmittance greater
than 98%.
• 1/4 wave plate: In magnetic field measurements with the applied field oriented
perpendicular to the polarization of the incident electric field (Faraday geometry),
linearly polarized light will rotate because of the Faraday effect. A 1/4 wave plane
converts linearly polarized light to circularly polarized light, allowing Raman scat-
tering measurements with well defined polarizations in the presence of a magnetic
field. Our lab uses a Newport 10RP04-25 Zero-Order Quartz Wave Plate, which is
25.4 mm in diameter, has a 647.1 nm wavelength with λ/4 retardation in the 0th
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order (the slow axis is marked by the dashed line on the waveplate).
• Polarization analyzer (PA): The scattered light is often sent through a polarization
analyzer to collect a specific polarization of scattered light.
Lenses
• Entrance Lens (L1): L1 serves as a focusing lens, focusing the incident light to a spot
size of roughly ∼50µm. This small spot size allows us to perform Raman scattering
measurements on small samples, which is particularly important when performing
Raman scattering at high pressures. Second, L1 serves as a collection lens for the
scattered light. A low f/# is preferred for this lens.
• Spectrometer Focusing Lens (L2): The spectrometer focusing lens focuses the col-
lected light onto the spectrometer entrance slit. The f/# for this lens should match
that of the spectrometer.
4.3 Detection of Raman Scattering Signal: Spectrometer
and CCD
4.3.1 Spectrometer
A high quality spectrometer is one of the key components of a Raman scattering experi-
mental setup. The Raman scattered signals are often very close in energy to the incident
light and also much weaker than elastically scattered light (roughly a factor of ∼ 1010−14
weaker). An effective spectrometer must be able to collect and and disperse the light with
both high efficiency and accuracy.
One of the most commonly used types of spectrometer is the Czerny-Turner set-up
(see Figure.4.2). The Czerny-Turner set-up consists of a collimating mirror, a blazed
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Figure 4.2: Illustration (Not to scale) of AM-503 Czerny-Turner monochromator set up.
diffraction grating, and a focusing mirror. Light entering through the entrance slit is
collimated onto the grating. Then the dispersed light from the grating is focused and
exits through exit slit.
Often in a Raman scattering experiment, three Czerny-Turner monochromators are
combined as a triple-stage spectrometer (see Figure 4.2) to obtain better energy resolution
and rejection of unwanted Rayleigh scattered light. The two main configurations of triple-
stage spectrometers are ’additive’ and ’subtractive’ configurations (see Figure 4.3).
The additive configuration of a triple-stage spectrometer uses all three spectrometers
as in a dispersive configuration (see Figure 4.3 (a)), so that each spectrometer stage in-
creases the dispersion of the light from the previous stage. However, since the incoming
radiation continues to disperse in this configuration without any additional band-pass
filtering, the resulting signal in this configuration can have a high background due to
stay light and can result in a less ”clean” cut off of the signal.
A subtractive triple-stage spectrometer configuration uses the first two stages as a
high-quality band-pass filter to select the wavelength range of interest, and uses the third
stage to disperse the light, as shown in Figure 4.2 (b). Because the light dispersion is ac-
complished with only one of the three stages in this configuration, the subtractive config-
uration offers lower energy resolution than the additive configuration. However, because
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Table 4.3: Specification for ARC Model AM-503 and AM-506 Monochromator
AM-503 AM-505
(Stage 1&2) (Stage 3)
Focal Length 0.3 m 0.66 m
Aperture Ration f/5.3 f/5.8
Grating 600 g/mm 1800 g/mm
Wavelength Range 105 nm to 60 µmeters up to 8700 A˚ with 1800g/mm grating
Resolution (10µm slit size) 0.12nm 0.2 A˚
the first two stages provide additional band-pass filtering, the subtractive configuration
offers superior stray light rejection compared to the additive configuration.
Our UIUC Raman lab uses a homemade three-stage spectrometer in a subtractive con-
figuration. The first two stages are Acton Research Czerny-Turner AM-503 monochroma-
tors with 0.33 m focal lengths. These two monochromators are in a subtractive configura-
tion, and therefore serve as a band-pass filter for the spectral range of interest. The third
stage is an Acton Research Czerny-Turner AM-505 scanning monochromator with a 0.66
m focal length, which acts as the dispersive stage of the spectrometers. The specifications
for all three monochromators are given in Table 4.3.
The collection window size is controlled by the exit slit of the monochromator and is
normally kept fixed. The collection window positions are controlled by a stepper mo-
tor with a wavelength indicator on the side. For the grating used in our spectrometer,
changes in the motor positions, ∆m1, correspond to the following wavelength changes:
∆m1 = 60× ∆λ,∆m2 = 60× ∆λ,∆m3 = 22.4997× ∆λ,
where ∆λ is in A˚.
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S2
Figure 4.3: Additive (a) and Subtractive (b) mode of operation for triple stage spectrome-
ter.
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4.3.2 Charge-Coupled Device (CCD)
The invention of the charge-coupled device (CCD) detector was another major technolog-
ical advance that allows improved Raman scattering experiments by reducing the time
need to obtain useful spectra. A CCD detector allows simultaneous detection of a range of
scattered light energies, eliminating the need to take multiple spectra at different narrow
energy intervals.
When choosing a detector for light scattering experiments, there are many factors to
consider. Raman scattering signals are generally weak and data must be acquired over
long periods of time. Consequently, a detector having a high quantum efficiency over
the wavelength range of interest and low noise during the data acquisition period is a
requirement. For a given dispersion of light from the spectrometer, the size of the CCD
chip determines the energy range that can be acquired and the pixel density determines
the energy resolution.
The CCD collects light with a 2D array of pixels (picture elements). When a photon
hits a pixel (which is basically a p-n junction with a bias voltage to prevent recombination
of the electron-hole pair created by the incident photon), the electron-photon interaction
generates a charge in the pixel. The charge is allowed to accumulate for a set period
of time, then the charge is passed through an amplifier that generates a voltage that is in
proportion to the photon count. Since each pixel accumulates charge like a bin, the charge
can overfill the pixel and spill over to the next pixel in a process known as CCD blooming.
When collecting a strong signal, care needs to be taken to make sure the CCD pixels do
not get saturated. In addition to giving misleading signals, blooming can be harmful for
the CCD and can eventually lead to dead pixels. The CCD also generates background
noise, known as dark current, due to random thermal fluctuations in the pixels. The dark
current can be greatly reduced by cooling the CCD with liquid nitrogen, thereby lowering
the thermal energy available to the CCD chip.
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Our Raman scattering setup uses a Princeton Instrument Spec 10:400 CCD with
1340×400 pixels, where each pixel is 20 µm by 20 µm in size. The CCD is cooled with
liquid nitrogen to -110 degrees C to lower the dark current. External noise is further low-
ered by collecting data only from that part of the CCD chip imaged by the scattered light.
This is done by using the collection software (Winspec, Princeton Instruments) to control
the region of the CCD chip from which data is collected.
The energy dispersion on the CCD is calibrated using a xenon or neon gas lamp, which
have well-defined emission lines with narrow linewidths. The gas lamp spectra are mea-
sured with the CCD and the energies of the emission spectra are used to determine the
dispersion of light across the CCD.
An additional side note is that the detection efficiency of the CCD depends on the
polarization of the incoming light. Consequently, it is important to orient the scattered
light polarization to maximize the coupling of the scattered light to the detector.
4.4 Raman-scattering under extreme conditions: sample
environment
One of the advantages of Raman scattering is that experiments can be carried out rela-
tively easily while controlling the sample environment. Consequently, Raman scattering
can be used to study excitations while tuning a material’s phase behavior as functions of
temperature, magnetic field and pressure. These environmental conditions are controlled
using a flow-through helium cryostat, a superconducting magnet, and a high-pressure
diamond anvil cell.
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4.4.1 Temperature
Thermal energy plays a big role in a materal’s properties and materials exhibit a variety
of phase transitions – such as metal-insulator transitions, charge- and magnetic-ordering
transitions, superconductivity, etc. – as a function of temperature. Raman scattering
studies as a function of temperature allow an investigation of the fundamental excitation
spectra of a material through temperature-dependent transitions, which can reveal de-
tails about the microscopic mechanisms governing each phase. In particular, cooling the
sample to very low temperatures (∼3K) lowers the thermal energy and allows the explo-
ration of ground state properties and quantum (e.g., pressure- and magnetic-field-tuned)
phase transitions.
A commonly used coolant for cryogenic studies is liquid helium-4. There are several
cryostat types available for studies involving liquid helium-4, including bath, closed sys-
tem, and flow-through cryostats. For our studies, a flow-through system have a number
of advantages over other cryostat types. A flow-through cryostat has a horizontal sample
loading configuration – which is not available for a bath cryostat – allowing measure-
ments to be made in conjunction with an open bore high magnetic field system. Com-
pared to closed cryostat systems, flow-through cryostats have relatively low noise from
pumps and a fast cooling time (from room-temperature to 4K in ∼15 mins).
The cryostat used in our lab is an Oxford continuous flow-through cryostat. Liquid
helium-4 is transferred from a liquid helium dewar using a transfer leg side pump (a
diaphragm pump attached to a controller with a helium flow meter). The liquid helium
flows into a sample space, which is pumped by a separate sample space pump. Liquid
helium flow into the sample space is controlled via a needle valve located between the
sample space and the transfer arm. The helium liquid that flows through the needle valve
goes into the sample space – which is maintained at low pressures – and rapidly expands,
cooling the sample and sample space. This process allows the sample environment to cool
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below the temperature of liquid helium-4 at ambient pressure (4.2 K); with an appropriate
pump, the sample space can be further cooled to 1.8 K via the Joule-Thompson effect.
Once the sample is cooled to the desired temperature, stabilizing or warming the sam-
ple temperature is achieved with a temperature controller (Oxford ITC-503) and a RhFe
resistive sensor, which has a usable temperature range of 1.5 K to 500 K. The sample space
can be heated with a small heater having a maximum of 80 W power output. When the
temperature is sufficiently low (below ∼ 20K), heat must be introduced gradually to the
sample space to avoid rapidly boiling off helium, which can cause high pressure in the
sample space and possible damage to the cryostat window seals.
For temperature-dependent Raman measurements, the sample is mounted onto the
low temperature insert using silver paint. Silver paint is a good sample mounting adhe-
sive because it has a quick drying time (∼15 minutes), high thermal conductivity, and it
adheres well even at low temperatures. Alternative mounting adhesives can be used as
long as they remain adhesive at low temperatures and have reasonably high thermal con-
ductivity (to conduct laser heat away from the sample effectively). In addition to the low
temperature insert, a high pressure insert can also be used, allowing simultaneous high
pressure, high magnetic field, and low temperature Raman measurements (see below).
4.4.2 High-Magnetic Field
The application of an external magnetic field serve as a tuning parameter of a material’s
phase behavior by affecting the spins in a crystal, allowing us to gain insight into the
interaction between spins and other degrees of freedom in the material.
A superconducting magnet is generally used to obtain a variable high magnetic field.
Our Raman scattering system includes an Oxford superconducting magnet with a hori-
zontal open bore. The magnet has a field range of 0-9 Tesla at 4.2 K (up to 11 Tesla at 2.2 K)
and the electromagnet coil sits in a helium bath and is surrounded by an inner insulating
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Figure 4.4: (a) Open-bore Superconducting magnet with cryostat and sample insert. (b)
Octagon sample mount for the magnetic measurement (top view). (c) Faraday and (d)
Voigt configuration for applying field perpendicular and parallel to the sample surface.
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jacket containing liquid nitrogen and an outer vacuum jacket.
The current supplied to the superconducting magnet is controlled by a power sup-
ply, which has superconducting control leads that are connected in a parallel loop with
the magnet. The leads can be heated to bring the superconductors to the normal state,
allowing current to be transferred to the superconductor wire coils in the magnet. To
inject current to the magnet (i.e., to increase the field), first, the current in the leads are
increased to match the current in the superconducting wire. Then the leads are heated
to bring them into their normal state, allowing controlled injection of the current. Once
the target current has been reached, the heater is turned off to allow the leads to return
to the superconducting state, thereby isolating the magnet from the power supply. Fi-
nally, the current from the power supply is zeroed, leaving a persistent current in the
superconducting magnet coils.
Our magnet has an open bore, allowing field-dependent Raman scattering measure-
ments to be in performed while independently controlling the temperature and pressure
of the sample. In the standard Raman scattering configuration, the magnetic field orien-
tation and the incoming laser propagation direction are parallel (k ‖ H). In this config-
uration, the polarization direction of linearly polarized light rotates in the crystal in the
presence of a field (Faraday rotation). Faraday rotation effects can be eliminated by using
circularly polarized incoming light.
To obtain a Voigt configuration of the applied magnetic field k⊥H (see Figure 4.4), the
sample is mounted on a non-magnetic octagon and a 45 degree mirror (Edmund optics
N-BK7 right angle mirror, 5 mm protected silver coated) is used to direct the incident light
perpendicular to the bore of the magnet. The field-direction can be changed relative to
the crystallographic direction in the sample by rotating the octagon on the sample holder.
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4.4.3 High Pressure
The invention of the diamond anvil cell (DAC) has allowed pressure to become an im-
portant tuning parameter for studying materials. By providing a reversible way to vary
the volume of a sample, pressure can drive phase transitions such as metal-insulator,
magnetic, and structural transitions. The DAC makes use of the hardness of diamond
for applying pressures up to 100s of GPa and the transparency of diamonds for optical
measurements. The cell can also be compact in size, so a DAC can be adapted to many
different experimental systems.
In our lab, we use a miniature cryogenic diamond anvil cell (MCDAC) made of BeCu,
which is non-magnetic and has the greatest stress bearing strength (up to 1,400 MPa) of
all copper alloys. The anvil mounting system is designed so that anvils can be changed
with relative ease. Pressure is controlled in situ using a hydraulic press system that uses
a hydraulic ram to pull wires that press a piston in the cell.
In this section, the components of the pressure cell (anvils, gasket, and hydrostatic
medium) will first be discussed in detail. Second, the design and alignment of the MC-
DAC will be discussed. Finally, the procedure for running a Raman scattering experiment
at high pressures will be discussed.
Anvils and gaskets
Anvils and gaskets are two of the most important components in a high-pressure cell,
and appropriate anvil and gasket materials must be selected for the application and
pressure range of interest. Some of the most important factors in choosing anvil mate-
rials are strength, background fluorescence, light transmission efficiency, birefringence,
and price. For optical measurements, popular materials choices are diamond, sapphire,
and moissanite (SiC). Gaskets play an important role in supporting and distributing high
pressures, in addition to providing part of the containment for the hydrostatic medium.
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The stability of the hydrostatic medium is highly dependent on the gasket, so the gasket
should be prepared properly for the experiment. Some popular choices of gasket materi-
als are stainless steel, copper alloys, and rhenium.
Anvils are the heart of the DAC. As the hardest known material, diamond anvils allow
the highest achievable pressures, i.e., in the range of 100’s of GPa. Diamond also has
only one Raman-active phonon mode at 1333 cm−1, making it well suited for Raman
scattering studies. However, the growth of synthetic gem quality diamonds is variable
and the fluorescence background of synthetic diamond anvils can vary from one growth
to another. Also, diamonds are considerably more expensive than other anvil materials
( 1000 dollars per anvil, as of 2016). 1
While not quite as hard a material as diamond, pressure of up to 20-25 GPa can be
achieved using sapphire anvils. Sapphire has low fluorescence and no Raman-active
modes above 1000 cm−1, making it a good anvil material for lower-pressure studies and
high Raman-frequency-shift measurements. Sapphire anvils are also more economical
than diamond anvils, 400 dollars per anvil as of 2016.1
Moissanite (SiC) anvils are another good alternative to diamond as an anvil material.
Synthetic moissanite is easily grown and the maximum record pressure for moissanite
anvil cell is 58.7 GPa [2]. Moissanite anvils generally have low fluorescence backgrounds,
since high quality crystals can be grown with larger sizes, making measurements of larger
samples possible. The price of moissanite anvils has been steadily climbing over the past
10 years, and the current (2016) price is roughly 500 dollars per anvil. 1.
Anvil Raman mode and fluorescence comparison
Anvils are made of crystalline materials and therefore have Raman-active phonon
modes that will contribute to the measured Raman signal. Consequently, it is important
to characterize the Raman signal from the anvil material. Because the anvil Raman modes
1 The anvil prices are based on the anvil size of X=3.20 mm, C=0.80 mm, H= 1.70 mm, T=3.10 mm. (See
Figure.4.7) All the anvil price quote can vary depending on the quality of gem and quantity ordered.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Raman scattering and (b) fluorescence spectrum of diamond, sapphire, and
moissanite, excited with 30 mW of 514.5 nm incident light. [61]
can obscure the Raman signal from the sample, the Raman-active modes of the anvil
material need to be considered when selecting anvils for a particular experiment. The
list of Raman-active modes for different anvil materials are given in Table 4.4, and the
associated Raman spectra of different anvil materials are shown in Figure 4.5.
Possible fluorescence from the anvil material must also be considered when choosing
anvils, as the fluorescence can easily swamp the weak Raman signal from the sample. The
fluorescence signal depends on the incident laser excitation wavelength and the quality
of the anvil material. For the anvil materials typically used, the fluorescence strength
generally decreases with decreasing excitation energy (increasing excitation wavelength),
so incident wavelengths in the red part of the spectrum are generally preferred for high-
pressure Raman experiments. A comparison of fluorescence signals for different anvil
materials is shown in Figure 4.5.
Strength, transmittance, and birefringence of anvil materials
The strength of the anvil material is one of the factors that determines the highest
achievable pressures that can be obtained in a pressure cell. Because Raman scattering is
an optical technique, high transmittance of the incident and scattered light is also a cru-
cial requirement for anvil materials. Finally, high birefringence of anvil materials should
be avoided, as the mixing of light polarization in birefringent materials can complicate
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Table 4.4: Anvil Raman mode
Diamond Moissanite Sapphire
Energy Intensity Energy Intensity Energy Intensity
(cm−1) (cm−1) (cm−1)
1333 Very Strong 156 Medium 386 Medium
203 Weak 426 Strong
245 Weak 650 Medium
273 Weak 753 Weak
511 Medium 980 Weak, Broad
770 Strong 1056 Weak, Broad
792 Very Strong
966.2 Very Strong
Table 4.5: Comparison of hardness, transmittance, and birefringence of diamond,
moissanite, sapphire.
Material Hardness [2, 61] Transmittance [61] Birefringence [61]
Knoop scale at 641.7nm (300K)
Diamond 5700 to 10,400 ∼65% None
Moissanite 3000 ∼ 80% 0.043
Sapphire 2000 ∼ 80% 0.008-.010
a symmetry analysis of the Raman spectrum. All three of these properties need to be
considered when choosing an anvil material for a particular high-pressure experiment. A
comparison of these properties for different anvil materials is given in Table 4.5.
Anvil Design
While material hardness is an important factor in reaching the highest attainable pres-
sure, a careful anvil design can also help achieve the maximum pressure, Pmax, possible.
Figure 4.6: (a) Assembled anvil and gasket diagram with relevant dimensions labeled. (b)
Gasket with a sample and ruby loaded. Two large holes are for gasket guide posts.
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Figure 4.7: Diamond anvil design for the MCDAC.
Pressures much greater than the tensile yield strength of the material can be generated
by making a cone-shaped anvil, as shown in Figure 4.7. The shape of the top of the anvil
(C=culet in Figure 4.7) not only determines Pmax but also the distribution of the pressure
in the cell.
In addition to cone design of the anvil, the pressure limit can be further enhanced by
adding bevels on the culet. For moissanite anvils, the culet is often rounded to achieve
higher pressure. However, beveled anvils give a more even radial distribution compared
to anvils with rounded culets [18]. The maximum pressure, Pmax, that can be obtained
ins proportional to the ratios of the culet radius, (ra), and the thickness of the gasket, t.
Consequently, higher values for Pmax can be obtained with smaller culet sizes and thinner
gaskets.
Gasket
The properties of the gasket are another important factor for determining the highest
achievable pressure in the anvil cell, as the gasket provides massive support for the anvils.
Additionally, the gasket provides some of the containment for the sample and hydrostatic
medium.
Gasket materials are typically metals that can provide appropriate support for the
anvils. When a gasket is squeezed between two anvils, the gasket material ”flows” out-
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ward, deforming the gasket. The hydrostatic pressure is influenced by the frictional force
between the metal gasket and the anvil, and this force is limited by the shear strength
of the material [62]. Commonly used anvil materials are copper, Be-Cu alloys, stainless
steel, and rhenium.
Pre-indenting the gasket further strengthens the gasket material and provides stable
massive support for the anvil by pushing the gasket into the ”thin” gasket regime. In
studies conducted by Dustan et al. [16], gaskets have been shown to exhibit two regimes
when compressed: thin and thick regimes. In the thick gasket regime, the gasket material
flows outward when compressed, causing an enlargement of the sample space hole. In
the thin gasket regime, the material between the anvils is thin and stable and continues
to expand inward when compressed, creating a smaller gasket hole with increasing pres-
sure. When the gasket is in the thick regime, the DAC is unstable. Consequently, when an
enlargement of the sample hole is observed during a high pressure experiment – indicat-
ing an instability – the experiment should be stopped to avoid breaking the anvils. The
recommended ratio for the gasket and anvil dimensions are (see Figure 4.6 (a)) t0:ra:rg:t =
1:3:10:10 [16].
Pressure medium
The high pressure medium mediates the force between the anvils and the sample.
For cryogenic applications, argon and helium liquids are the commonly used media, be-
cause they provide nearly hydrostatic pressure to the sample. While helium provides the
most hydrostatic pressure environment at low temperatures and high pressures, the use
of liquid helium as a hydrostatic medium has practical downsides: the helium loading
procedure requires an elaborate set up, takes a long time for loading (∼ 1 day), and is
expensive (∼ 100 dollars per loading procedure) [61]. Liquid argon is a good alternative
to helium. Liquid argon provides only a quasi-hydrostatic environment, but the loading
procedure for argon is relatively simple using liquid nitrogen to liquify the argon and a
sealed copper tube to surround the DAC in argon gas. The liquid argon loading proce-
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Figure 4.8: The MCDAC (Miniature Cryogenic Diamond Anvil Cell) Different perspec-
tive veiw of cell: (a) Top, (b) Bottom, (d) Side. (c) shows cross sectional schematic of
the MCDAC from the side. Alphabet part labels refer to screws. a: Translation screw,b:
Horizontal tilt adjustment screw, c: Clamping screw for bottom plate, d: Piston clamping
Screw, e: Optical screw, and f: Cell body screw. Numerated parts refer to solid compo-
nents. 1: Bottom plate, 2: Face plate, 3: Anvil, 4: Piston, 5: Cell body, 6: Thrust plate.
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dure takes roughly an hour and is very inexpensive (∼ 1 dollar per load).
Procedure for running a high-pressure Raman scattering experiment
In this section, the procedures required for running high-pressure Raman scattering ex-
periments is introduced. This procedure can be divided into two parts: preparing the
MCDAC (a detailed schematic of which can be found in Figure 4.8) and measuring the
Raman scattering spectrum under pressure.
The MCDAC, shown in Figure 4.8, consists of a BeCu body that houses a faceplate,
piston, and adjustment screws for optical alignment of the anvils. The piston is pushed
via the thrust plate to apply pressure to the hydrostatic medium surrounding the sam-
ple. Preparing the MCDAC for a pressure experiment is a lengthy process that must be
performed with great care to avoid failure of the MCDAC and broken anvils.
Preparing the MCDAC involves the following steps:
1. Clean the cell components
2. Glue the anvil to face plate and the piston
3. Align the anvils
4. Pre-indent the gasket
5. Drill sample space hole to the indented gasket
6. Load a sample and a ruby to the cell
7. Load argon
8. Insert the pressure insert into the cryostat and cool down to the desired temperature
9. Take ruby florescence spectra and Raman spectra
10. Change pressure and repeat taking ruby and Raman spectra
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Cleaning the MCDAC components
To avoid the introduction of impurities onto the anvils or into the hydrostatic medium,
all the components of the MCDAC are taken apart and sonicated in 2% solution of micro-
90 cleaning solution in distilled water for about 90 minutes. This process removes any
oxidation layer or impurities that have been adsorbed on the pressure cell. The anvils
should not be sonicated with other cell components or other anvils to avoid scratching
the anvils. The anvils are cleaned individually, first with acetone and then with methanol,
to remove any residue from the sonication process.
Gluing the anvil to the faceplate and piston
The anvils must be glued to both the faceplate and the piston in the MCDAC used
in our lab. This allows us to exchange anvil types readily easily. The anvils are glued
using Stycast 1266, which is suitable for use under low temperature conditions. Before
gluing, the anvils are held in place between the faceplate/piston and a glass lightpipe
that provides optical imaging. The anvils are placed so that the culet is centered on the
optical opening of the faceplate or piston. The Stycast mixture is allowed to cure for two
hours until its consistency is thick enough to prevent flowing under the anvils but not so
thick as to prevent application to the anvil surface. Once the glue is applied, the anvils
are left in the gluing jig for 24 hours to allow the glue to cure in air.
Stycast softens when in comes in contact with acetone. Once the anvils have been
glued, acetone should not be used to clean the anvils or any other MCDAC components.
Aligning the anvils
Aligning the anvils is a crucial procedure that determines the stability of the MC-
DAC. Failure to properly align the anvils is one of the most common causes of failure
in the operation of a DAC. The MCDAC is designed with translation adjustment screws
(see Figure 4.8 a) and horizontal tilt adjustment screws (Figure 4.8 b,c) that allow optical
alignment of the anvils.
Since translational and tilt adjustments of the anvils are not completely independent,
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the anvils must be aligned using a recursive procedure. First, the translational alignment
must be made, and once the anvils are aligned in the translational direction, the anvil tilt
adjustment is made. This alignment step is followed by another adjustment of the anvil
translational alignment, etc. This process is repeated until the anvils have the proper
translational and tilt alignments.
The anvils’ translational alignment can be checked using two different methods and
it is recommended to check this alignment using both methods. One method is to check
the alignment by looking through the optical axis, i.e., through the piston, the two anvils,
and the faceplate aperture. Properly aligned anvils should present a circular shape when
viewed through the optical axis, while translationally misaligned anvils will appear ob-
long. To check the faceplate anvil’s position relative to the piston anvil, both anvil culets
should first be brought into focus (both anvil culets will be in focus when the anvils are
touching). Next, gently lift the piston anvil to observe which oblong edge goes out of
focus. The edge that remains in focus will be from the faceplate anvil and the blurry edge
will be from the piston anvil. When the translation alignment is proper, the edge will stay
the same shape as the piston anvil is brought out of focus.
The alternative alignment method takes advantage of the viewing port drilled on the
walls of the cell body. This viewing port provides a side view of the anvils. By look-
ing through a video microscope, the translation alignment can be easily checked. This
method is a very convenient and straightforward way to align anvils with no facets; for
anvils with facets, this method can be misleading.
The anvil tilt is adjusted using the horizontal tilt screws (Figure. 4.8 b, c). The smaller
tilt screw does not go through to the main cell body, and instead acts as a shim for the
faceplate, providing an adjustment for the tilt. For a coarse tilt adjustment, the viewing
port can be used to check whether the anvils are touching. However, the anvils must be
optically aligned to avoid breaking anvils, so careful alignment makes use of thin film
diffraction effects. When the anvil surfaces are nearly parallel and almost touching, the
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Figure 4.9: Example of misaligned (a) and aligned (b) anvils.
gap between the anvils forms a gap that acts like a thin air film. As a result, when white
light is put through the anvil system, the light experiences thin film interference, creating
a rainbow pattern, as shown in Figure 4.9. To achieve parallel alignment of the anvils, the
goal is to adjust the tilt to achieve a uniform color across the anvil surface, as shown in
Figure 4.9.
Each time the anvils are brought into alignment (translational or tilt), alignment of the
other degree of freedom should be checked to make sure the anvil is properly aligned.
Pre-indenting the gasket
The process of pre-indenting the gasket can lead to catastrophic failure of the MC-
DAC, resulting in breaking the anvils. Consequently, this process must be done with
care. There are two important factors for successfully indenting the gasket: properly
aligning the anvils and allowing time for gasket material flow to equilibrate after pres-
sure adjustments. The indentation process allows the metal used to strengthen further
and also helps the stability of the cell under high pressures by pushing the gasket into the
”thin” regime of metal compression [16].
However, because the gasket material is often in the thick fluid-like regime during
much of the gasket pre-indenting process, the gasket should be allowed to rest after each
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pressure adjustment to allow the material to flow and equilibrate. To make sure the cell
does not become unstable, the cell body must be tightened very lightly so that the screw
applies the minimum pressure to hold the gasket in place. Once the cell is attached to the
hydraulic pressure insert, the pressure is gradually applied and the gasket is allowed to
rest for roughly 30 seconds before an additional load is applied.2
The gasket pre-indenting process also provides information about the stability of the
cell before starting a high pressure experiment. Changes in anvil alignment during the
pre-indenting process indicates improper mounting or tightening of the anvils. If the
anvil alignment changes after the pre-indentation process, first, the Stycast around the
anvil should be examined to make sure it is still in good condition (i.e., it has not flaked
off or softened). Then, the cell screws should be checked to make sure all the screws
are tightened properly. Once any mounting problem has been remedied, a new gasket
should be loaded and pressed.
Another indication that the anvils have been improperly mounted is that the indenta-
tion marks on the sides of the gasket are off center. If the translation and tilt alignments
are still good after pre-indentation, the off-center mark indicates that the anvil plane is
not perpendicular to the pressure direction.
Drilling a sample space hole in the intented gasket
Drilling a hole in the pre-indented gasket provides a space into which the sample,
ruby, and hydrostatic medium can be contained during the pressure study. The diameter
of the hole needs to be small (on the order of 100s of µms) to maximize the achievable
pressures and the hole should be smooth and drilled in the center of the indented gas-
ket to optimize the Raman signal that can be measured. An electron discharge machine
(EDM) is well suited for the task of drilling this hole. In an EDM, the drilling tool and
the workpiece (in our case, the gasket) is separated by a dielectric fluid, so that the sys-
2According to many references, [16, 17, 61, 62] it is recommended that the gasket is pressed at subse-
quently higher pressure with complete release of pressure in between.
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tem acts like a capacitor. When a sufficiently high electric field is applied (the breakdown
voltage), the current is allowed to flow and material is removed in the shape of the tool.
Old dielectric fluid is flushed out, carrying debris away from the workspace. New di-
electric fluid is introduced and the process is repeated. Most material is removed by the
heat generated from the burst of charge from the EDM tip, and material is melted away,
leaving a smooth finish on the machined surface.
Loading a sample and ruby into the cell
Once the components of the cell have been prepared, the sample can be loaded into
the cell. The sample is loaded by placing a gasket on top of the piston anvil with two sup-
porting shims (see Figure.4.6 (b)). It is generally a good practice to mark the orientation
of the gasket during the pre-indentation process and to preserve this orientation when
remounting the gasket.
The gasket hole can range from 200 to 400 microns depending on sample require-
ments. The sample is loaded into the gasket hole using the tip of a hydrostatic needle; the
sample is held in place on the needle with static electricity. In addition to a sample, a spec
of ruby is loaded with the sample to provide a means of determining the pressure in situ.
The small ruby piece often has foreign material on it, so it is a good idea to rinse the ruby
with methanol. Also, the ruby fluoresces if hit by the laser, so it is important to keep the
sample and ruby pieces physically separated in the cell, but to keep the ruby sufficiently
close to the sample that so that the ruby pressure calibration accurately represents the
pressure experienced by the sample.
Loading argon
Once the sample is loaded, the cell is assembled and placed on the high-pressure in-
sert. The cell is loaded onto the insert so that there is a small space (∼1mm) for the thrust
plate to expand to allow argon liquid to flood into the cell for trapping in the sample
space. The piston screw should also be loosened.
The argon is loaded into the cell using a simple copper tube loading jig having two
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valves: one valve is connected to the argon can and the other is connected to a mechanical
pump. This system is used to evacuate the system and refill with pure argon gas to ensure
that only argon is introduced into the cell. The purging process is generally repeated
about 3 times and concludes with an overpressure of argon flowing into the copper tube
with the vacuum valve closed.
The argon should ideally be in liquid form when trapped. To accomplish this, the
copper tube with an over-pressure of argon is submerged into liquid nitrogen, causing
the argon gas to liquify. Argon has a boiling point of 87.3 K and a melting point of 83.8
K, so these transitions occur in close succession. These argon transitions are monitored
during the trapping process using a flow meter attached to the copper tube. As the argon
starts to liquify with decreasing temperature, the argon volume contracts, lowering the
pressure in the copper tube, which is observed as a spike in the flow meter. Once this
process is completed, the flow rate reduces to zero. This process repeats again for the
solid transition. Once the flow settles down after this transition, the argon can be trapped
in the cell.
The pressure applied by the cell to trap the argon determines the lowest pressure
achievable for the measurement and also the phase of argon that will be trapped. A higher
trapping pressure guarantees that the argon is properly trapped. However, a higher trap-
ping pressure will also lead to argon being trapped in solid form and will complicate
studies of low pressure phenomena in the material. In the author’s experience, as long as
the diamond anvils form a seal with the gasket, the argon will remain trapped.
Once the argon is trapped, the vacuum side valve is opened slightly to the lab (af-
ter disconnecting the hose to the pump) and the copper jig is removed from the liquid
nitrogen bath and allowed to warm up to room temperature over a period of about an
hour. As the cell warms, the cell components will expand and the pressure in the cell will
decrease. Consequently, it is important to monitor the pressure gauge on the hydraulic
ram to make sure that the pressure remains at the desired value by applying additional
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pressure when appropriate.
Cooling the pressure insert
At this point, the MCDAC is ready for a high pressure Raman experiment at high
temperatures. For low temperature measurements, the cell is inserted into the cryostat
and cooled to the desired temperature. The cool down procedure is identical to that for
a regular low temperature Raman experiment. However, during the cool down process,
it is recommended to monitor the pressure of the cell in the sample space to adjust the
pressure as needed.
Taking ruby fluorescence and Raman spectra
Carrying out a high pressure experiment at this point is similar to a low temperature
experiment, with the exception that the pressure must be determined with each change
in pressure. The pressure in the cell is determined in situ using the fluorescence specrum
of the ruby in the cell. Ruby fluorescence provides a convenient and accurate way to
calibrate the pressure inside the cell. The wavelength, lambda, of the ruby R1 fluorescence
line has been well studied as a function of pressure, P, and has been shown to have a linear
dependence up to 200 kbar given by [47, 52]:
∆P = 2.746∆λ (4.1)
where P is in kbar, λ is in units of A˚, and delta λ is the difference between the ruby
fluorescence wavelengths at finite pressure and at zero pressure. The zero pressure value
has a polynomial temperature dependence (shown in 4.10 (b)) and the proper zero pres-
sure reference should be used.
The ruby fluorescence spectra is taken using a green laser and should be taken before
and after the pressure measurement, since the pressure can change slightly over time.
Changing pressure in the cell
Once the Raman spectrum and ruby pressure calibration are obtained at a given pres-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: (a) Ruby R1 line wavelength dependence on pressure at 25 Celsius calibrated
using NaCl [52]. (b) Temperature dependence of the R1 and R2 line. (Data taken by Taylor
Byrum)
sure, all that is left is to increase or decrease the pressure in the cell. The pressure is
controlled in situ using a hydraulic ram, which controls the force applied by the piston
anvil. Pressure should be changed slowly while visually monitoring (via a video moni-
tor) the size of the gasket hole and the ruby fluorescence line. As mentioned earlier, the
stability of the cell can be determined from changes in the gasket hole size. Releasing
the pressure should also be done with great care, since releasing the pressure too quickly
can leave marks on the diamond anvil that need to be removed via refinishing the anvil
surface [62].
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Chapter 5
Field and pressure dependent studies of
low-energy magnetic excitations in the
isotropic and anisotropic regimes of
Sr2IrO4
This chapter follows and elaborates on the article published by the author [23].
5.1 Introduction
In the search for novel phases, one of the key ingredients is the presence of competing
interactions among different degrees of freedom in a strongly interacting material. The 5d
iridates are one such class of materials where spin-orbit coupling, which is often treated
as a perturbation, has a comparable energy scale to the electron correlation energy. The
comparable energies among different degrees of freedom create systems that are more
conducive to exotic behaviors, such as novel superconductivity [68,73], spin-liquid states
[50], Je f f=1/2 Mott insulators [35, 36], topological phases [37, 51, 59] and magnetoelectric
behavior [10]. As a result, a variety of 5d iridate compounds, such as Sr2IrO4, Na2IrO3,
and A2Ir2O7 (A=Y,Yb), to name a few, have attracted much recent attention.
The single layered Ruddlesden-Popper series perovskite iridate, Sr2IrO4 is of particu-
lar interest because of its unexpected insulating ground state. In absence of strong spin-
orbit coupling, the extended nature of the 5d electron orbitals leads to a broad bandwidth
(W) and a reduced Coulomb interaction (U). Stoner’s criterion, i.e., the condition in which
W U, predicts a paramagnetic metallic ground state under these conditions. However,
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with help of the strong spin orbit coupling, the large 5-d band is split to narrow Je f f = 1/2
and Je f f = 3/2 bands (see detailed explanation in Section 2.1.3). This mechanism for gen-
erating the insulating ground state of Sr2IrO4 demonstrates the significant role played by
strong spin-orbit coupling in the material’s electrical and magnetic properties. This mech-
anism for generating the insulating state is confirmed by angle-resolved photoemission,
optical conductivity, and x-ray absorption measurements [35, 49].
While the nature of the role played by spin-orbit coupling on the Je f f = 1/2 Mott insu-
lating ground state of Sr2IrO4 is understood, the extent to which the strongly entangled
spin-orbit states and the Je f f=1/2 state cause Sr2IrO4 to depart from normal magnetic
behavior remains an interesting question. The static magnetic properties of Sr2IrO4 are
known to be canted antiferromagnetic (TN = 240K) with small in-plane ferromagnetic
moments that are antiferromagnetically coupled along the c-axis. However, the magnetic
excitation spectrum of Sr2IrO4 is not well understood.
In particular, one of the interesting questions is whether the strongly entangled Je f f
=1/2 states can be treated as S=1/2 states and described using an isotropic S=1/2 Heisen-
berg model [21, 30, 31]. Unfortunately, due to the high absorption of Ir, inelastic neutron
scattering studies are unable to provide a clear picture of the magnetic excitation spec-
trum of Sr2IrO4. Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) studies of Sr2IrO4 have been
successful in probing both the low energy charge [32] and magnetic [38,45] excitations of
Sr2IrO4. However, the relatively low-resolution associated with RIXS measurements does
not allowed a detailed study of low-energy magnetic excitations that would reveal devi-
ations from Heisenberg model predictions. Recent resonant mangetic diffuse x-ray [21]
and field-dependent electron spin resonance studies [3] show evidence that the magnetic
correlations and excitations are well described by the two-dimensional S=1/2 Heisenberg
model in spite of the strong spin-orbit coupling associated with the Ir 5d moments. How-
ever the latter measurements are ambiguous because an applied magnetic field must be
applied to measure the spin resonance, which can induce spin-flop transition in Sr2IrO4
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and obscure the true behavior of the zero-field magnetic excitation spectrum.
This chapter presents an inelastic light (Raman) scattering study of the low-energy
magnetic excitation spectrum of Sr2IrO4 and Eu-doped Sr2IrO4 as a function of temper-
ature, external magnetic field strength and orientation, and pressure. Inelastic light scat-
tering fills the need for high resolution studies of magnetic excitations at q = 0 under
varying conditions, as introduced in Chapter 3 and 4 of this thesis. At the zone cen-
ter, q = 0, magnetic excitations are influenced by the effects of anisotropic interactions.
Thus, high-resolution studies of magnetic excitations at q = 0 can reveal dynamics be-
yond the isotropic S=1/2 Heisenberg model description. Furthermore, the magnetic ex-
citation spectrum can be probed without the need of an external magnetic field, allowing
an accurate investigation of the zero-field spin dynamics in Sr2IrO4.
This study shows that the in-plane spin dynamics of Sr2IrO4 exhibits two regimes:
an isotropic high-field regime (H > 1.5 T) and an anisotropic low-field regime (H <
1.5 T). The spin dynamics of in Sr2IrO4 in the high-field regime is consistent with pre-
vious reports and exhibits behavior well described by an isotropic S=1/2 Heisenberg
model. However, the spin dynamics of in Sr2IrO4 in the low-field regime shows sur-
prising anisotropic behavior, demonstrating the importance of interlayer coupling and
in-plane anisotropy which have not been previously reported for Sr2IrO4.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the background on the family of
Ruddelson-Popper series Srn+1IrnO3n+1 is introduced to give a basic overview of
Sr2IrO4’s properties. Next, we introduce the isotropic S=1/2 Heisenberg Hamiltonian
of Sr2IrO4 that has been used to analyze the magnon spectrum data and walk through
the reasoning behind how the Hamiltonian is derived. Then, we introduce the exper-
imental set up and discuss the principle results. The discussion of results includes an
introduction to applicable models that go beyond the introduced Hamiltonian.
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Figure 5.1: Ruddlesden-Popper series for n=1, n=2, n=3. (Figure courtesy of [43])
5.2 Background
Interest in Sr2IrO4 began because this materials is a 5d isostructural analogue of La2CuO4,
which has a plethora of exotic properties associated with its strongly correlated character.
Sr2IrO4 was first synthesized in 1957, however initially the interest in the material was
mostly because of its chemical behavior [54]. When superconductivity was discovered
in Sr2RuO4, interest in Sr2IrO4 was revived. However, Sr2IrO4 exhibited an unexpected
insulating ground state with canted antiferromagnetism, which inspired investigations
into the extent to which strong spin-orbit interactions in this material play a role in the
insulating behavior [55].
Sr2IrO4 is a single layer member of the Ruddlesden-Popper series Srn+1IrnO3n+1, as
shown in Figure 5.1. The Ruddlesden-Popper series are layered perovskite structures,
where n refers to the number of IrO6 layers, separated by a Sr layer, that are present in
the particular compound.
As a member of the Ruddlesden-Popper series, studies of other members of the
Srn+1IrnO3n+1 compounds as a function of n provide insight into the degree to which
these materials exhibit either layered 2D or bulk 3D character, providing a means to un-
derstand the role of lowered dimensionality in these compounds. SrIrO3 is the infinite
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bulk limit of this family.
Thus, insights into the dimensionality of Sr2IrO4 can be gained by studying the
Srn+1IrnO3n+1 family as a function of n. The n=1 and n=2 compounds are stable under
ambient conditions. However, the n=3 compound and SrIrO3 are only stablized under
pressure. The single and double layered (n=1, n=2) compounds show indications that
they are both Mott insulators from the presence of an optical gap and the magnetic or-
dering transition [55], though Sr3Ir2O7 is a much weaker insulator and application of
external pressure can drive this material through a metal-insulator transition. An or-
thorhombic perovskite SrIrO3, stablized under pressure, is a semi-metal with no evidence
of magnetic ordering [48,74]. From these behaviors one can posit that the metal-insulator
transition (MIT) for the iridate perovskites as a function of dimensionality occurs some-
where around layer count nc = 3. This suggests that n=1 and n=2 compounds Sr2IrO4
and Sr3Ir2O7 sit on the boundary of this transition. The proximity of these materials to
a MIT transition has caused some discussion about the applicability of the strong cou-
pled Mott picture as opposed to a more weakly coupled Slater picture. The nature of
whether the insulating ground state of Sr2IrO4 is either Slater- or Mott-like is not a focus
of this thesis. However, it is important to understand the extent to which Sr2IrO4 exhibits
2-dimensionality and to study the consequence of any departures this material exhibits
from reduced dimensionality.
5.2.1 Isotropic Heisenberg model analysis for spin dynamics of
Sr2IrO4
Sr2IrO4 has a I41/acd crystal structure. Sr2IrO4 exhibits a small departure from the ideal
perovskite structure, in that the octahedras are elongated along c-axis and rotated about
the ab plane.
The magnetic structure of Sr2IrO4 has an antiferromagnetic configuration with an 11◦
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Figure 5.2: (a) Crystal structure of Sr2IrO4 (b) ab plane view of IrO6 showing the rotation
of the octahedra
canting of the AF spins – associated with the antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM)
exchange interaction – in the ab plane; this canting results in a small net in-plane moment
that has been measured in neutron scattering studies [14, 72]. The in-plane moments
mFM ≈ 0.06µB are antiferromagenetically coupled along the c axis in an (↑↓↓↑) pattern
[36]. The in-plane ferromagnetic moment in the ab-plane goes through an AF to FM
transition with a small applied in-plane field of Hc = 0.15 T, and aligns ferromagnetically
along c-axis, generating an overall ferromagnetic moment of mFM ≈ 0.06µB.
Interestingly, the double-layered perovskite Sr3Ir2O7, which is also an antiferromag-
netic insulator, exhibits a microscopically different arrangement of spins. Unlike Sr2IrO4,
Sr3Ir2O7 is closer to the ideal perovskite structure and does not have a large octahedral
distortion. Consistent with the phase diagram in Figure 5.3, the AF ordering in Sr3Ir2O7
is collinear along the Z axis.
Based on past experiments, the following isotropic 2D magnetic Hamiltonian is typi-
cally used to describe the static and dynamics magnetic properties of Sr2IrO4,
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H = JSi ·Sj + ΓSzi Szj + D(Sxi Syj −Syi Sxj ) (5.1)
The predictions of this model for the q=0 spin-dynamics are useful for comparison
to our experimental data. The first term in Equation 5.1 takes into account the effects
of isotropic antiferromagnetic (AFM) exchange with exchange parameter J. The second
term describes out-of-plane symmetric exchange (Γ) and the last term is associated with
antisymmetric exchange (D) arising from the DM interaction. One of the key results of
the work presented in this chapter is the first strong evidence for a departure from the
predictions of this model at fields below roughly 1.5 Tesla.
As discussed in Section 2.1.3, strong SOI and Coulomb correlation effects result in
interesting dynamics involving the Je f f = 1/2 and Je f f = 3/2 bands. In the regime in
which the two bands are well separated, one can ignore the interband interaction between
the Je f f = 1/2 and Je f f = 3/2 bands. This assumption reduces the model to a single-band
model of Je f f = 1/2 with an effective Hubbard Hamiltonian,
∑
i,j
∑
α=±
ti,j(c
†
iαcjα + c
†
jαciα) +Ue f f ∑
i
ni+ni− (5.2)
where c†i± creates a jz = ±1/2 electron at site ri and Ue f f is the effective Coulomb
interaction. Taking the strong Mott limit where Ue f f  t, and assuming the nearest-
neighbor interaction are responsible for the magnetic ordering, yields an ”accidental” 2D
Heisenberg model with in-plane rotational symmetry given by,
t2
Ue f f
∑
<ij>
Ji · Jj (5.3)
where Ji is the Je f f = 1/2 pseudo-spin at site ri and t is the nearest-neighbor Je f f =
1/2 hopping term.
Modeling the realistic behavior of perovskite iridates requires including the effects of
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structural distortions. There are two types of structural distortions involving the octahe-
dra. First is the tetragonal distortion of the octahedra and the second is the rotation of
the octahedra, resulting in a departure from the ideal 180◦ bond angle assumed in most
models. Both Sr2IrO4 and Sr3Ir2O7 exhibit tetragonal distortions along the c-axis. These
tetragonal octahedral distortions affect the crystal field levels and can be modeled as,
Vnˆ = ∆(nˆ ·L)2 (5.4)
Adding the effects of these distortions introduces an Ising-like anisotropy JzSzi S
z
j
to the bonds perpendicular to the ab plane. On the other hand, the in-plane rotation
of spin adds a Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) interaction term ~D · (~Si × ~Sj) (for now we
consider that the spins are canted regardless of the crystal structure, however, because
of the strong SOI, the spin moment gets locked to the structure and cants along with the
structural distortion of the octahedra). Ignoring the Hund’s coupling for a moment, i.e.,
assuming that we’re in the weak SOC regime, the spin Hamiltonian with the distortions
can be written,
H = JSi ·Sj + JzSzi Szj + ~D · (~Si × ~Sj) (5.5)
This Hamiltonian can actually be mapped to a simple Heisenberg model, S˜i · S˜j, where
S˜ is represented by a staggered rotation of ~S by±φ where tan(2φ) = D/J. Thus, even in-
cluding the effects of structural distortions and the anisotropic DM interaction, in the ab-
sence of strong spin-orbit coupling, there is an ”accidental” symmetry and no anisotropy
in this magnetic Hamiltonian.
However, adding coupling to the Je f f = 3/2 band or including Hund’s coupling ru-
ins the accidental symmetry of equation 5.3. Even without any structural distortions,
which we will include momentarily, SU(2) symmetry is lost and the magnetic structure
is restricted to a four-fold rotational symmetry, which can be further reduced by depar-
tures from an ideal perovskite structure. Allowing coupling to the Je f f = 3/2 band or
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Figure 5.3: The spin canting angle φ in the units of octahedral rotation angel α as a fucn-
tion of the tetragonal distortion parameter θ. [33]
including Hund’s coupling yields a compass-like magnetic Hamiltonian,
∑
<ij>
[
JJi · Jj + K(rˆij · Ji)(rˆij · Jj)
]
(5.6)
Applying the staggered rotation about the z-axis again with a Hund’s coupling, S˜i ·
S˜j, the Hamiltonian loses the accidental symmetry and exhibits anisotropy induced by
Hund’s coupling,
H = J˜S˜i · S˜j + Γ1S˜ziS˜z j ± Γ2(S˜xiS˜x j −Syi Syj ) (5.7)
where Γ2 represents the bonds along the x and y axes and the ± sign is + for the x axis
direction and - for the y axis direction. The resulting Hamiltonian supports two magnetic
states. For Γ1 > 0, the spins form a canted structure in the xy-plane, as is the case for
Sr2IrO4, and for Γ1 < 0, the spins align collinearly along the z-axis.
In the cubic limit, the spin canting angle φ ≡ α, suggesting that the spins rotate with
the octahedra and suggest a strong magnetoelastic coupling in Sr2IrO4. From this Hamil-
tonian, it can be seen that the magnetic properties of the Je f f = 1/2 Mott insulator system
are strongly coupled with lattice, which once again shows the promise of pressure- and
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magnetic-field tuning this system to explore novel physics.
Without dealing with the rotated spin basis, S˜, in regular spin basis, the Hamiltonian
now can be written,
H = JSi ·Sj + ΓSzi Szj + D(Sxi Syj −Syi Sxj ) (5.8)
Here, the first term represents isotropic AFM exchange (J), the second term describes
symmetric out-of-plane exchange (Γ), and the third term describes the antisymmetric
anisotropic exchange interaction (D). One of the interesting features of the this particular
Hamiltonian is the in-plane symmetry. Within the ab plane, the Hamiltonian is symmetric
about the choice of a or b axis.
The Sr2IrO4 magnetic system has been reported to be consistent with the Hamiltonian
above in resonant x-ray scattering experiments, inelastic neutron scattering experiments,
and an electron spin resonance experiment, suggesting the consistency of the magnetic
excitation spectrum of Sr2IrO4 with the isotropic 2D Heisenberg antiferromagnet pic-
ture. [38] This magnetic Hamiltonian predicts for the Sr2IrO4 system an antiferromagnetic
resonance (AFMR) mode associated with precession of the canted moments and an FMR
mode associated with excitations of the AFM sublattice moment. Using linear spin-wave
theory, the zone-center spin-wave excitation as a function of external field can be written
down.
For an external field applied along the c-axis, the low energy FMR mode is gapless,
however the AFMR mode energy is dependent on the external field according to
hωc =
√
32 J˜Γ˜S2 +
gcµbH2
(1− Γ˜/2 J˜) (5.9)
The isotropic exchange and easy-plane anisotropy can be expressed in terms of an
effective exchange term, J˜ =
√
J2 + D2 and Γ˜ = J˜ − J − Γ > 0.
When the external field applied along the ab plane, the FMR and AFMR modes are
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both gapped. The FMR mode is not observable in our measurements because of the ultra
small gap energy (9.5 GHz or 0.32 cm−1 [3]). Keeping only the leading order contribution
of H, the ab plane field dependence of the AFMR mode is given by,
hωab ≈
√
32 J˜Γ˜S2 + 4(2 J˜ + Γ˜)MFMH (5.10)
where MFM = SgabµBsin(φ), is the in-plane FM moment associated with the canted
moments caused by the DM interaction, and the canting angle φ is given by tan2φ = D/J.
These predictions for the spin-wave dynamics will be the starting point for the analy-
sis of our magnon Raman scattering results in Sr2IrO4. In particular, we will discuss the
consistencies and inconsistencies between our results and the predictions of the isotropic
2D Heisenberg model in Equation 5.10 above.
5.3 Experimental Setup
5.3.1 Sample preparation
The single crystals of Sr2IrO4 (TN∼240K) studied were grown from off-stoichiometric
quantities of SrCl2, SrCO3 and IrO2 using self-flux techniques. Technical details are de-
scribed elsewhere. [7] The structures of Sr2IrO4 samples were determined using a Nonius
Kappa CCD X-ray diffractometer. The data were collected between 90 K and 300 K, and
the structures were refined using the SHELX-97 program. [58] Chemical compositions of
the single crystals were determined using energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) (Hi-
tachi/Oxford 3000).
The Eu-doped Sr2IrO4 sample (TN∼200K) was synthesized at Argonne National Lab-
oratory using a Eu-enriched SrCl2 flux method and the pure Sr2IrO4 sample was synthe-
sized at the University of Kentucky. Samples were characterized by DC magnetization
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using a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer.1
The samples were cleaved to create c-axis normal surfaces, as verified using room
temperature x-ray diffraction measurements. For pressure measurements, the samples
where cleaved to have a thin-plate like structure with c-axis normal, then gently crushed
using lens paper covering a razor blade to avoid scratching the sample surfaces.
5.3.2 Raman scattering measurements
Raman scattering measurements were performed using the 647.1 nm excitation line from
a Kr+ laser. The incident laser power was limited to 5 mW and was focused to a ∼50
µm-diameter spot to minimize laser heating of the samples. The scattered light from
the samples was collected in a backscattering geometry, dispersed through a triple stage
spectrometer, and then detected with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD detector. The inci-
dent light polarization was selected with a combination of a polarization rotator and a
1/4-waveplate and the scattered light polarization was analyzed with a linear polarizer.
The scattering geometry used for all measurements had both the incident and scattered
polarizations oriented in the ab-planes of the crystals. The incident and scattered light
polarizations, ei and es, were kept in a (ei,es)=(R,x) configuration for all measurements,
where R represents right circular polarized light and x represents linear polarized light
oriented in the ab-planes of the crystals.
The samples were inserted into a continuous He-flow cryostat, which was horizon-
tally mounted in the open bore of a superconducting magnet. This experimental arrange-
ment allowed Raman scattering measurements under the simultaneous conditions of low
temperature (3-290 K), high magnetic field (0-8 Tesla), and high pressure (0-40kbar).
The temperature dependent Raman measurements were performed by mounting a
cleaved sample on the cryostat insert using silver paint for optimal heat exchange. The
1STM measurements on the Eu-doped sample (A. Satpathy, private communication) indicate that the
Eu concentration is <1% and suggests the possible role of O vacancies at the ∼1% level. Both species in
principle are electron donors
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sample was cooled to T∼3K, then sweeped in increasing temperature steps.
Field-dependent Raman measurements were performed after zero-field cooling the
samples to T∼3 K in order to avoid inducing the antiferromagnetic (AF) to weakly fer-
romagnetic (WFM) alignment of the ferromagnetic spin components in adjacent layers,
which occurs for very low critical fields (Hc ∼0.15 T) in Sr2IrO4. [7, 36]
Pressure-dependent Raman measurements were performed using a diamond anvil
cell with an argon medium. The cell was prepared according to the detailed procedure
described in Section 4.4.3. The sample was cooled to liquid temperature, while maintain-
ing a small pressure to keep the medium trapped.
Temperature- and field-dependent Raman scattering measurements were performed
on two different Sr2IrO4 samples and one Eu-doped Sr2IrO4 sample. The two Sr2IrO4
samples studied − one of which was used to obtain the temperature-dependent data of
Fig. 5.4(a) and the second of which was used to obtain the field-dependent data shown in
Fig. 5.6 − exhibited slightly different spin-wave energies (on the order of 1 cm−1 or 0.13
meV energy difference). However, the qualitative temperature- and field-dependences
of the spin-wave excitation energies were nearly identical in both Sr2IrO4 samples. In
addition to the spin-wave excitations, a temperature- and field-independent peak was
observed in many of the spectra near 29 cm−1 (peaks denoted with asterisks (*) in the
H=0 T spectra of Fig.5.6.
This 29 cm−1 peak is associated with unfiltered light from the laser and was fit and
subtracted from the spectra at other fields so the field-dependences of the spin-wave ex-
citations could be more clearly observed. Because of the very narrow linewidth of the
29 cm−1 peak, its subtraction from the spectra did not affect our determination of the
spin-wave energies at different magnetic fields. Note that the higher frequency phonon
spectra of the samples studied were also measured and the phonon results obtained were
similar in most respects to results reported earlier. [9]
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Table 5.1: Raman and infrared active modes of Sr2IrO4 [49]. The number refers to the
modes shown in Figure. 5.4 (a).
Frequency (cm−1) IR / Raman Number Assignment
98 IR
EU (External modes, Sr to IrO6)112 IR
138 IR
187 Raman 1 A1g (Sr against IrO6)
252 Raman B1g (Sr)
270 IR A2u (Ir-O-Ir bond angle)
277 Raman 2 A1g (Ir-O-Ir bending)
327 Raman 3 A1g (Oxygen)
365 IR A2u (Ir-O-Ir bond angle)
390 Raman 4 B1g (Ir)
497 Raman 6 B2g
560 Raman 7 B1g (Oxygen)
660 IR A2u (Ir-O bond)
666 Raman B1g (Oxygen)
690 Raman 8 B1g (Oxygen)
706 Raman 9 B2g (Oxygen)
728 Raman 10 B1g (Oxygen, breathing)
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Temperature and doping dependent results
The temperature dependent spectra of the Raman modes in Sr2IrO4 exhibit two energy
regimes: The low energy regime, 10 cm−1 30 cm−1, exhibits spin excitations (magnon
modes) associated with Sr2IrO4, while high energy modes are lattice vibrations (phonon
modes). In this section, we will first discuss the phonon modes of pure Sr2IrO4.
The second part will focus on the dynamics of the low temperature magnon mode
and the dependence on doping by comparing the spectra of pure Sr2IrO4 and the
Sr2−xEuxIrO4.
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Figure 5.4: (a) T=4K phonon sepctra of Sr2IrO4. The phonon modes are numbered accord-
ing to the mode assignment in Table. 5.1. (b) Temperature dependent phonon spectra of
Sr2IrO4.
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Temperature dependence of the Raman phonon spectra of pure Sr2IrO4
Temperature dependent Raman scattering from phonon modes in Sr2IrO4 are shown in
Figure 5.4 and the mode assignments for the phonon modes are given in Table 5.1. One
phonon mode of interest is mode number 2, which is associated with the bending of Ir-
O-Ir bonds, which exhibits an anomalous mode softening with increasing temperature
that may be consistent with the important interplay between the Ir-O-Ir bond angle and
the electronic structure of Sr2IrO4. Notably, an anomaly associated with the Ir-O-Ir bond
has also been reported at 100 K in optical spectra and magnetic measurements of Sr2IrO4
[10, 48].
One of the more interesting results, which will be revisited after discussing the field
dependent results, is that in spite of other evidence for strong spin-lattice coupling in
Sr2IrO4, we see no evidence that an external field has a significant influence on the
phonon modes of Sr2IrO4.
Temperature- and Doping-dependent measurements of the low frequency spectra of
Sr2IrO4
Figure 5.5(a) shows the low frequency (5−35 cm−1) excitation spectrum of Sr2IrO4 as a
function of temperature for H = 0 T. At temperatures near TN ∼240 K, the low energy
spectrum exhibits a diffusive background, most likely associated with incoherent spin
scattering. Below TN, this diffusive background develops into a sharp mode that in-
creases in energy with decreasing temperature to a slightly sample-dependent value near
ω2∼17-18 cm−1 (2.1-2.3 meV) at T=3 K. Additionally, a weak second peak near ω1=9-10
cm−1 is observed in the 3 K spectrum; this lower-energy mode is more clearly observed
in the second Sr2IrO4 sample used for the field dependent measurements (see Fig. 5.6)
and will be discussed in more detail in the field-dependent results section below.
The effects of doping on the low energy magnetic excitation spectrum of Sr2IrO4 are
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Figure 5.5: Temperature dependence of the spin-wave spectra of (a) Sr2IrO4 and (b) Eu-
doped Sr2IrO4. (c) Summary of the temperature dependence of spin-wave energies for
Sr2IrO4 and Eu-doped Sr2IrO4.
also shown in Fig. 5.5(b), which displays the temperature dependence of the ∼18 cm−1
spin wave excitation in Eu-doped Sr2IrO4. The temperature dependences of the spin-
wave energies in Eu-doped Sr2IrO4 (filled circles) and Sr2IrO4 (filled triangles) are sum-
marized in Fig. 5.5(c). Several slight differences between the spin wave modes in the
doped and undoped Sr2IrO4 samples are observed: the linewidths of the ∼18 cm−1 spin
wave mode are slightly broader in the doped sample compared to the undoped sample
(Γdoped/Γundoped ≈1.25), which is likely associated with greater spin and potential disor-
der in the doped sample. The doped sample also exhibits a slightly higher value for the
spin-wave mode energy at T=3 K, but this difference is consistent with the sample-to-
sample variations we noted for the measured spin-wave energies in undoped Sr2IrO4;
consequently, this energy difference is not believed to be significant. Thus, the most note-
worthy feature of Fig. 5.5(b) is that there is not a substantial influence of slight doping
on the q=0 spin-wave energies in Sr2IrO4. This conclusion is consistent with evidence
that electron doping in Sr2IrO4 causes a subtle unbuckling of the IrO6 octahedra and a
crossover to metallic behavior, but does not significantly affect the magnetic properties of
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Figure 5.6: Field dependence of spin-wave spectra of (a) Sr2IrO4 for H‖b-axis (=[010])
at T=3 K. The peak marked with an asterisk (*) in the H=0 T spectra is an artifact from
the laser and this peak has been removed from the spectra at other fields. The spectra
have been offset for clarity. Summary of the field-dependence of the spin wave energies
for ω1 (filled triangles) and ω2 (open triangles) in Sr2IrO4 with H‖b-axis are shown in (b)
(expanded view) and (c) (full range).
Sr2IrO4. [22]
5.4.2 Field-dependence of the magnon spectrum of Sr2IrO4
Figure 5.6(a) shows the magnetic-field dependence of the spin-wave spectrum of Sr2IrO4
for a field orientation parallel to the FM moment (i.e., H‖b-axis=[010]). The field-
dependent results for Eu-doped Sr2IrO4 are similar and will not be shown. Two spin-
wave modes, ω1 and ω2, are clearly evident in the H=0 T spectrum at ω1=11 cm−1 (1.38
meV) and ω2=18 cm−1 (2.25 meV). As a first step towards identifying these modes, note
that in the simplest description of Sr2IrO4 as a two-dimensional canted antiferromagnet
()as presented in the earlier section) − which ignores, in particular, interlayer coupling
between the antiferromagnetically coupled layers [65] − the two-fold degenerate q=0
spin-wave branch is expected to split into a low-frequency “ferromagnetic (FM) mode”
and a higher frequency “antiferromagnetic (AF) mode”, associated with precession of the
spins about the FM and AF axes, respectively. [3, 12, 25, 69] However, we can likely rule
out assigning either ω1 or ω2 to the FM mode of Sr2IrO4, because previous ESR mea-
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surements have reported that the FM spin-wave mode in Sr2IrO4 has an H≈0 T value of
ωFM=0.32 cm−1, [3] which is well below the spectral range of our light scattering study.
We can also rule out the possibility that the modes at ω1 and ω2 in Fig. 5.5(a) are the
same spin-wave mode associated with different magnetic domains in Sr2IrO4. Magnetic
domains have been reported in Sr2IrO4, but likely involve simple 90◦ rotations of the unit
cell, which cannot account for the significantly different energies (∼1 meV) of the ω1 and
ω2 modes shown in Sr2IrO4 (see Fig. 5.6(a)). Magnetic domains with a different stacking
sequence of the layers−such as domains already in the WFM phase at H=0 T−would
cause the same spin-wave mode to have slightly different energies in the different do-
mains. However, the energy difference in this case would probably not be large enough
to account for the large (∼ 1 meV) observed energy difference between the ω1 and ω2
spin wave modes in Sr2IrO4. Further, to our knowledge there have been no reports that
domains associated with the WFM phase are present at H=0 T in Sr2IrO4.
Therefore, we feel that a probable scenerio for two spin-wave modes ω1 and ω2 in
Figure 5.6(a) are associated with the effects of interlayer coupling between antiferromag-
netically coupled IrO layers. As discussed by Thio et al. for La2CuO4, [11, 64] inter-
layer coupling between the two inequivalent (antiferromagnetically coupled) layers in
Sr2IrO4 results in a magnetic unit cell that contains four spins and two 2-fold FM and AF
magnon branches whose degeneracies at H=0 T are split by interlayer coupling. [11] We
associate the spin-wave modes ω1 and ω2 in Sr2IrO4 with the in-phase and out-of-phase
combinations of the AF spin-waves on adjacent layers, respectively. This interpretation is
supported by the observed reduction from two q=0 AF spin-wave modes in the antifer-
romagnetic (AF) phase of Sr2IrO4−which has two magnetically inequivalent layers per
unit cell in the simplest model description−to a single q=0 AF spin-wave mode (see Figs.
5.6(a), 5.6(b), and 5.6(c)) in the weakly ferromagnetic (WFM) phase of Sr2IrO4, which has
only a single layer per unit cell. In particular, in the WFM phase, the out-of-phase AF
spin-wave mode ω2 becomes a zone-boundary mode and only the in-phase AF mode ω1
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is expected to be present at q=0.
The importance of interlayer coupling on the spin-wave excitation spectrum of
Sr2IrO4 is also supported by the abrupt increase in the in-phase AF spin-wave energy
( ω1=3.4 cm−1 or 0.43 meV) (Figs. 5.6(b) and 5.6(c)) at Hc, which reflects an increase in
the AF spin-wave stiffness through the AF-to-WFM transition. The energy shift of ω1 at
Hc allows an estimate of the interlayer coupling energy in Sr2IrO4: Using the measured
change in the energy of ω1 at Hc (see Figure 5.6(b)) and the result that, [6, 11]
4J J⊥ = [ω21(H
+
c )−ω21(H−c )]/
√
2 (5.11)
we find 4J J⊥∼59 cm−2 in Sr2IrO4, giving an estimate for the value of the interlayer
coupling energy J⊥∼0.018 cm−1 (2.3 µeV) (using J∼800 cm−1). [21] This estimate of J⊥ is
consistent with published reports for Sr2IrO4, including estimates based upon the mea-
sured critical field Hc in Sr2IrO4: J⊥=mHc/S2, [11, 65] which gives J⊥∼3 µeV for Sr2IrO4,
using m=0.07µB per Ir atom, Hc=0.15 T, and S=1/2.
The magnetic-field dependences of the AF spin-wave energies ω1 and ω2 of Sr2IrO4
are shown for different applied field orientations in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.7(a) shows the
magnetic field dependences of ω1 and ω2 with H roughly parallel to the weak ferroma-
gentic moment direction, H‖a-axis=[100], while Figure 5.7(b) shows the magnetic field
dependences of ω1 and ω2 with H oriented roughly 45◦ from the a-axis, i.e., H‖[110].
Note that the H=0.4 T spectrum in Figure 5.7 (a) and the summary plot in Figure 5.9 (a)
shows three peaks, consisting of a superposition between the two spin-wave modes of the
AF phase and the single spin-wave mode in the WFM phase. This superposition is con-
sistent with a coexistence of AF and WFM phases expected near the first-order transition
at Hc.
Also shown in Fig. 5.7(c) is the magnetic field dependence of the q=0 spin-wave
spectrum in Sr2IrO4 for the out-of-plane magnetic field orientation, i.e., with H roughly
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Figure 5.7: Field dependences of the spin-wave spectra of Sr2IrO4 for (a) H‖[100], (b)
H‖[110], and (c) H‖[001] at T=3 K. The peak marked with an asterisk (*) in the H=0 T
spectrum is an artifact from the laser and has been removed from the spectra at other
fields. The spectra have been offset for clarity. (d) Summary of the field-dependences of
the spin wave energies for different applied field orientations for both ω1(filled symbols)
and ω2(open symbols). Also shown for comparison are results from ESR measurements
[3] for H‖[001] (filled stars). The dashed line is a fit to the data with the functional form
ω=
√
γH using γ=209.38 cm−2T−1.
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parallel to the c-axis direction, H‖[001]. The ω1∼8 cm−1 (not shown) and ω2∼18 cm−1
spin-wave mode energy exhibits a much weaker magnetic field dependence for H‖c-
axis=[001], consistent with previous electron spin resonance (ESR) results (filled stars). [3]
An additional weak mode develops near∼13 cm −1 for H>4 T with H‖c-axis=[001]. This
mode may be associated with the presence of a small in-plane field caused by a slight mis-
alignment of the magnetic field in the H‖c-axis configuration, which can induce an AF-
to-WFM transition−and a lower value for the spin-wave energy (as discussed above)−in
parts of the sample.
5.4.3 Pressure-dependence of the magnon spectrum of Sr2IrO4
The pressure dependent low-energy Raman spectrum of Sr2IrO4 is shown in Figure 5.8.
As mentioned earlier, due to the sample dependence in the magnon energy and the dif-
ficulty in recovering the sample after each pressure run, the full sweep experiment was
carried with multiple samples on a multiple experimental runs.
Even at moderate pressures ( 1.77kbar) the ω2 magnon mode splits by roughly ∆ ≈
2cm−1. Because of the weak signal through the diamond anvil cell, it is hard to track the
detailed pressure dependence of splitting, however the splitting remains approximately
constant with increasing pressure over the pressure range studied.
Because of small shifts of the cell in the process of applying pressure, it is common
to see fluctuations of the Raman intensity and a diffuse laser background. However,
the rather consistent suppression of the magnon intensity between 30-36 kbar requires
further investigation.
5.5 Discussion
The central result of this study concerns the magnetic-field-dependences (0≤H≤8 T) of
the AF spin-wave mode energies summarized in Figure 5.7(d) for different in-plane mag-
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Figure 5.8: Two different pressure study data, displaying splitting of the ω2 peak even
in presence of moderate pressures. (a) shows 1.77 kbar to 31 kbar systemetic sweep data
(b) shows higher pressure data focusing on the 36kbar vicinity regime showing the dis-
appearance of the magnon peak at 20 cm−1
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Figure 5.9: (Continued on the following page.)
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Figure 5.9: (Figure on previous page) Summaries of the field dependences of the spin-
wave energies of Sr2IrO4 for different in-plane field orientations, including (a) H‖a-
axis=[100], (b) H‖[110], and (c) H‖b-axis=[010] at T=3 K. (Closed symbols= ω1 mode,
Open symbols= ω2 mode) The dashed lines are plots of ω=
√
γH with γ=209.38 cm−2T−1
for comparison with the data. The long-dashed line is a fit to the data with the functional
form of ω=
√
∆2 − αH2 with ∆=18.9 cm−1 and α=1014 cm−2T−2. The dashed line be-
low H<0.4T in (a) is also fitted with same functional form with ∆=12.8 cm−1 and α=542.9
cm−2T−2. Also shown for comparison are results from ESR measurements [3] for H‖[110]
(filled stars). The filled gray square at H=0.4 T in (a) represents the ω1 mode in the WFM
phase, which coexists at H=0.4 T with the ω1 (filled black square) and ω2 (open square)
modes associated with the AFM phase. (d) Schematic illustration of the rotation of the
staggered spin components (red arrows) and uniform spin component (black arrows) on
adjacent layers for an applied field (green arrow) oriented transverse to easy axis direc-
tion of FM component of the spin, H‖a-axis=[100], illustrating the continuous rotation of
the spins on adjacent layers for this applied field orientation. (e) Schematic illustration of
the rotation of the staggered spin components (red arrows) and uniform spin component
(black arrows) on adjacent layers for an applied field (green arrow) oriented parallel to
easy axis direction of FM component of the spin, H‖ b-axis=[010], illustrating the abrupt
flipping of the spins in one layer for this field orientation. (f) Diagram showing the angle
θ of the FM component of the spins (m) and the angle φ of the applied field (H) relative
to the easy axis in-plane orientation of m (i.e., [010]).
netic field orientations, H‖a-axis=[100] (filled squares), H‖b-axis=[010] (filled triangles),
and H‖[110] (filled circles). Figure 5.7(d) illustrates that there are 2 distinct field regimes
for the in-plane spin dynamics in Sr2IrO4, (A) an isotropic regime for H&1.5T and (B) an
anisotropic regime for H.1.5T.
5.5.1 Isotropic field regime, H≥ 1.5 T
For H>1.5 T, the in-plane spin dynamics are isotropic and the AF spin-wave mode ω1
energy in the WFM phase region is well-described by a square-root field dependence,
ω1 =
√
γH, with γ=209.4 cm−2T−1 (dashed line). The isotropic square-root field de-
pendence for H>1.5 T indicates that the FM components of the spins simply follow the
applied field direction in Sr2IrO4, due to the dominant interaction between the applied
field and the weak FM moments induced by the DM interaction. [3, 5, 12]
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The spin dynamics above H>1.5 T in Sr2IrO4 are consistent with an isotropic, two-
dimensional effective S=1/2 Hamiltonian given by: [3, 33]
H12 = J~S1 · ~S2 + ΓSz1Sz2 + D(Sx1Sy2 − Sy1Sx2) (5.12)
where the first term (J) is associated with isotropic antiferromagnetic exchange between
the two inequivalent spins, 1 and 2, in the IrO plane, the second term (Γ) represents
symmetric exchange anisotropy that favors collinear c-axis spin order, and the third term
(D) represents antisymmetric exchange anisotropy that favors canted in-plane spin order.
Bahr et al. predict that for Γ,D J, the AF spin-wave energy associated with the model
Hamiltonian in Eq.(5.12) should have a field-dependence given by, [3]
ω1 ≈
√
∆2 + 8JmFMH (5.13)
where J∼100 meV in Sr2IrO4, mFM is the FM canting moment and ∆ is the spin gap energy
at H=0. This prediction is consistent with the square-root field dependence we observe for
ω1 in Fig. 5.7(d). Using our value of γ=209.4 cm−2T−1 from the fit to the data in Fig. 5.7(d)
(dashed line) with ∆∼ 0, we obtain an estimated FM canting moment of mFM∼γ/8J ∼
0.07µB in Sr2IrO4, which is consistent with other estimates (e.g., see ref. 16). Notably, the
γ value determined from the field-dependence of the AF spin wave in La2CuO4 (γLCO=
22.6 cm−2T−1) [25] is much smaller than our value for Sr2IrO4, reflecting the much smaller
FM moment associated with spin canting in La2CuO4 (mFM∼0.002µB). [65]
5.5.2 Anisotropic field regime, H.1.5T
Figure 5.7(d) shows that the field-dependent spin-wave dynamics for H<1.5 T are highly
anisotropic in the planes, revealing interaction effects in Sr2IrO4 that are not accounted
for in the isotropic result presented in Equation (5.12). A more detailed view of the
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anisotropic magnetic field dependence of the AF spin wave energy in Sr2IrO4 is pro-
vided in Fig. 5.9, which shows the field-dependences of spin-wave energies ω1 and ω2
in the field range 0≤H≤1.5 T for several in-plane field orientations, including (a) H‖a-
axis=[100], (b) H‖[110], and (c) H‖b-axis=[010]. As discussed above, Figure 5.9(c) shows
that the in-phase AF spin-wave energy ω1 exhibits an abrupt increase in energy (∆ω1=3.4
cm−1 or 0.43 meV) through the AF-to-WFM spin-flop transition at Hc∼0.15 T when the
applied field is oriented in the direction of the FM (uniform) spin component of the spins,
H‖b-axis=[010]. This behavior indicates that the AF-to-WFM transition in Sr2IrO4 oc-
curs via a discontinuous spin-flop transition, and results in a discontinuous change in
interlayer exchange coupling, when the applied field is oriented along the weak FM com-
ponent of the spins (see Fig. 5.9(e)).
On the other hand, when the applied field is oriented perpendicular to the FM spin
component of the spins (i.e., parallel to the staggered spins), H‖a-axis=[100], Figure
5.9(a) shows that when the applied field is oriented parallel to the staggered spins,
H‖a-axis=[100], AF spin-wave modes ω1 and ω2 exhibit “soft mode” behavior: the
field-dependence of ω2 with H‖a-axis=[100] is well described by the functional form
ω2 =
√
∆2 − αH2 (long-dashed line) with ∆=18 cm−1 and α=1014 cm−2T−2. The soft
spin-wave mode behavior shown in Figure 5.9(a) indicates that the AF-to-WFM transition
involves a continuous spin reorientation and a gradual crossover when H‖a-axis=[100]
(Figure 5.9(d)). The field-dependence of the AF spin wave energy of Sr2IrO4 for H‖[110],
shown in Figure 5.9(b), exhibits behavior intermediate to that observed for the H‖[010]
and H‖[100] orientations. Also shown for comparison in Figure 5.9(b) is the field-
dependence of the AF spin-wave mode ωAF determined from electron-spin-resonance
(ESR) measurements with H‖[110] (filled stars), [3] showing that there is a good agree-
ment between the AF spin-wave energies measured with Raman scattering and ESR for
this H‖[110] orientation.
The dramatic difference in the nature of the AF-to-WFM transition for different in-
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plane field orientations (Figure 5.9) reflects the importance of in-plane anisotropy for
H.1.5T in Sr2IrO4. Similar effects of in-plane anisotropy on the spin dynamics of fer-
rimagnets [28] and canted antiferromagnets [19, 53, 57] have been observed previously,
particularly in iridates, [67] cuprates [19, 64] and ferrites. [24, 41, 44, 53, 57] The AF spin-
wave mode softening observed in Sr2IrO4 (Figure 5.9(a)) reflects a continuous decrease
in the interlayer exchange energy in Sr2IrO4 with applied field for H⊥mFM, caused by
the continuous field-induced rotation of the FM moments in opposite directions in the
antiferromagnetically coupled layers (see Figure 5.9(d)).
An estimate of the in-plane anisotropy field, HA, can be obtained from our data by
first developing a simple phenomenological description of the interlayer coupling energy
between two adjacent layers, which can be written, E⊥∼J⊥cos(2θ)=J⊥(1-2sin2(θ)), where
θ is the angle between the FM spin components and their zero-field (easy axis) directions
in the each of two layers (see Figure 5.9(f)). The interlayer coupling energy can be written
in terms of the applied in-plane field H, using the result that the equilibrium in-plane
orientation for the weak FM moment in each layer for a particular field H is given by: [19]
(HDM/HE)Hsin(φ− θ) = (HA)sin(2θ) (5.14)
where HDM is the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya field, HE is the exchange field, HA is the in-
plane anisotropy field, H is the applied field, θ is the angle between the FM spin compo-
nent, mFM, and its zero-field (easy axis) orientation, φ is the angle between the applied
field and the easy-axis, and assuming HEHDMHA∼H. Equation (5.14) shows that a
field applied perpendicular to the easy-axis orientation of mFM (i.e., H⊥mFM or φ=pi/2),
which is the field orientation for which we observe soft magnon behavior (see Figure
5.9(a)), induces an in-plane rotation of mFM by an angle θ that increases continuously
with the applied field according to sin(θ)=(HDM/2HAHE)H, as schematically depicted
in Figure 5.9(d). In the AF phase, the ferromagnetic components in adjacent layers ro-
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tate in opposite directions in response to an applied transverse in-plane field. Conse-
quently, the interplane exchange energy for a pair of coupled layers will continuously
decrease with field H for H<Hc according to E⊥∼J⊥(1-2β2H2), where β=(HDM/2HEHA).
This functional form for E⊥ is consistent with the observed field-dependences of the
spin wave mode energies near H∼0.4 T for H‖a-axis=[100] (see Figure 5.9(a)). Note
that the interplane exchange energy goes to zero, E⊥ →0, at a critical field given by
Hc=
√
2(HE/HDM)HA. Using our rough measurement of the field at which the AF spin-
wave mode energy approaches zero, Hc≈0.4T, and an estimate of the ratio (HDM/HE)
using tan(2ξ)=(HDM/HE), [3] where ξ=11◦ is the canting angle, we obtain a value for the
in-plane anisotropy field in Sr2IrO4, HA=1/
√
2(HDM/HE)Hc≈0.1T. This estimate com-
pares well with the coercive field ∼0.15T needed to induce an abrupt “spin-flip” transi-
tion between AF and WFM phases for H‖b-axis =[010] (see Figure 5.9(c)). Additionally,
the minimum value for the spin-wave energy at H=0.4 T (see Figure 5.9(a)), ∆∼8 cm−1
(1 meV), offers a good estimate of the spin-gap energy in Sr2IrO4 without the effects of
interlayer coupling.
5.5.3 Pressure dependence of the magnon in Sr2IrO4
The pressure dependence of the magnon mode in Sr2IrO4 shows two predominant fea-
tures. First, is the presence of two magnons, similar to that observed in the H=0 spectrum,
up to 40 kbar, indicating persistence of the ↑↓↑↓ pattern of the weak FM canted moments
as a function of pressure. Second, is the splitting of the ω2 mode. The moderate pres-
sure at which the splitting occurs and the small energy splitting – which is comparable
to the sample dependence of the ω1 and ω2 energy modes – suggests that the applied
pressure may cause either two domain regions or an inhomogeneous strain distribution
in the sample.
Other pressure dependence studies have observed a pressure-induced transition to a
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metallic state in Sr3Ir2O7. However, in Sr2IrO4, an optical gap is present up to 55 GPa, as
expected due to broadening of the bandwidth as the unit-cell shrinks. [75] This is one of
the features that makes Sr2IrO4 unique compared to other iridate compounds. Pressure
dependent x-ray absorption studies show that at roughly 17 GPa (170 kbar), the WFM
moment quenches even though Sr2IrO4 remains in the metallic phase. [26] From these
studies, the pressure-induced splitting of the magnetic mode we observe may indicate
that the unit cell distorts, causing the magnon to split because of the large spin-lattice
coupling in these systems.
Unfortunately, none of the previous pressure studies have the resolution to verify the
pressure dependence of the magnon mode measured in our Raman results. Furthermore,
as mentioned previously, the high absorption cross section of iridium poses a challenge
for using neutron scattering to study the magnon observed in this study. For our present
diamond anvil cell system, an experiment up to 170 kbar is not possible. However, it
would be interesting to use Raman to study the pressure dependence of the magnon spec-
trum of Sr2IrO4 as the WFM moment quenches. Also, a pressure-dependent study of the
high-frequency phonon spectra of Sr2IrO4 would be useful for confirming the presence
of local distortions induced by pressure in this material.
5.6 Summary
In the field- and temperature-dependent Raman scattering studies of the angle-
dependence of spin excitations of Sr2IrO4 presented here, we show clear evidence for
a magnetic field scale H∼1.5 T above which the in-plane spin dynamics behave in accor-
dance with the predictions of an isotropic, two-dimensional effective S=1/2 Hamiltonian.
The field-dependence of spin-wave excitations in this “high field” regime are isotropic,
two-dimensional, and solely governed by the interplay between the applied field and the
FM component of the spins associated with the DM interaction. However, dramatic de-
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viations from this isotropic and two-dimensional behavior are clearly observed at lower
fields, H<1.5 T, manifested, for example, in a highly anisotropic field-dependence of the
spin dynamics and interlayer-exchange-split spin-wave modes. Particularly noteworthy
is the observation of field-induced magnon soft mode behavior near Hc for a field applied
transverse to the FM spin components, H⊥mFM, which reveals a continuous spin rear-
rangement transition at the antiferromagnetic-to-weakly ferromagnetic transition at Hc
in Sr2IrO4. Our results also show that when the in-plane field is aligned perpendicular to
the easy-axis direction of the FM moment, the field dependence of the q=0 spin-wave en-
ergy evolves according to ω∼H1/2 above Hc, i.e., in a manner consistent with a 2D canted
antiferromagnet with no spin gap. These studies highlight the importance of consider-
ing in-plane anisotropy and interlayer coupling effects on the low energy spin dynamics
when interpreting and calculating the low-field magnetic and dynamical properties of
Sr2IrO4.
The pressure dependence of Sr2IrO4 showed a weak splitting of the magnon mode,
suggestion that modest pressures may induce a lattice distortion. However, a follow-up
study of the pressure-dependence of the phonon spectrum of Sr2IrO4 is needed to confirm
this.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Understanding the details of Sr2IrO4 and the family of iridates is an important stepping
stone toward unlocking the exotic properties that are predicted to occur with the intro-
duction of strong spin-orbit coupling. In particular, the similarity of Sr2IrO4 to the 3d
analogue compound La2CuO4 makes Sr2IrO4 interesting to study due to the possibility
that Sr2IrO4 exhibits novel superconductivity.
However, due to high absorption cross section of iridium, dominant techniques like
X-ray scattering and neutron scattering are challenging for studying the spin dynamics of
Sr2IrO4. However, Raman scattering is well suited for studying this materials. This tech-
nique has an extremely high energy resolution and strong spin orbit coupling in Sr2IrO4
favors strong coupling between light and the spins using Raman scattering. Finally, tun-
ing of external parameters such as magnetic field, pressure and temperature – which are
relatively easy using Raman scattering – can be used to explore the diverse phase diagram
of Sr2IrO4.
Our field, pressure and temperature dependent Raman scattering study of Sr2IrO4 re-
veals two distinct magnetic field regimes for the spin dynamics – a low-field anisotropic
reigme and a high-field isotropic regime. Specifically, field dependent Raman measure-
ments show that the spin dynamics in Sr2IrO4 exhibit an isotropic regime for applied
fields above H∼1.5 T. In this regime, the in-plane spin dynamics behave in accordance
with the predictions of an isotropic, two-dimensional effective S=1/2 Hamiltonian. How-
ever, dramatic deviations from this isotropic and two-dimensional behavior are clearly
observed at lower fields, H<1.5 T. In the “low-field” regime the anisotropic behavior
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is evident both as a strong dependence of the spin-wave spectrum on the applied field
direction and as the appearance of interlayer-exchange-split spin-wave modes. Partic-
ularly noteworthy is the observation of field-induced magnon soft mode behavior near
Hc for a field applied transverse to the FM spin components, H⊥mFM, which reveals a
continuous spin rearrangement transition at the antiferromagnetic-to-weakly ferromag-
netic transition at Hc in Sr2IrO4. Our results also show that when the in-plane field is
aligned perpendicular to the easy-axis direction of the FM moment, the field dependence
of the q=0 spin-wave energy evolves according to ω∼H1/2 above Hc, i.e., in a manner
consistent with a 2D canted antiferromagnet with no spin gap. These studies highlight
the importance of considering in-plane anisotropy and interlayer coupling effects on the
low energy spin dynamics when interpreting and calculating the low-field magnetic and
dynamical properties of Sr2IrO4.
The pressure dependence of Sr2IrO4 showed a weak splitting of the magnon mode,
suggesting that modest pressure may induce a lattice distortion. However, a follow-up
study of the pressure-dependence of the phonon spectrum of Sr2IrO4 is needed to confirm
this.
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A.1 Complete list of publications
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Chen, ”Structural properties of barium stannate,” Journal of Solid State Chemistry
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2. Y. Gim, A. Sethi, Q. Zhao, J.F. Mitchell, G. Cao, and S.L. Cooper, ”Isotropic and
anisotropic regimes of the field-dependent spin dynamics in Sr2IrO4: Raman scat-
tering studies,” Physical Review B 93, 024405 (2016).
3. S. L. Gleason, Y. Gim, T. Byrum, A. Kogar, P. Abbamonte, E. Fradkin, G. J. Mac-
Dougall, D. J. Van Harlingen, Xiangde Zhu, C. Petrovic, and S. L. Cooper, ”Struc-
tural contributions to the pressure-tuned charge-density-wave to superconductor
transition in ZrTe3: Raman scattering studies,” Physical Review B 91, 155124 (2015).
4. S. L. Gleason, T. Byrum, Y. Gim, A. Thaler, P. Abbamonte, G. J. MacDougall, L. W.
Martin, H. D. Zhou, and S. L. Cooper, ”Magnon spectra and strong spin-lattice cou-
pling in magnetically frustrated MnB2O4 (B=Mn,V): Inelastic light-scattering stud-
ies,” Physical Review B 89, 134402 (2014).
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A.2 Magnon spectra and strong spin-lattice coupling in
magnetically frustrated MnB2O4 (B=Mn,V): Inelastic
light-scattering studies
ABSTRACT
The ferrimagnetic spinels MnB2O4 (B=Mn,V) exhibit a similar series of closely spaced
magnetic and structural phase transitions at low temperatures, reflecting both magnetic
frustration and a strong coupling between the spin and lattice degrees of freedom. Care-
ful studies of excitations in MnB2O4 (B=Mn,V), and the evolution of these excitations
with temperature, are important for obtaining a microscopic description of the role that
magnetic excitations and spin-lattice coupling play in the low-temperature phase tran-
sitions of these materials. We report an inelastic light (Raman) scattering study of the
temperature and magnetic-field dependences of one- and two-magnon excitations in
MnV2O4 and Mn3O4. We observe a pair of q=0 one-magnon modes at 74 and 81 cm−1
in MnV2O4, which is in contrast with the single 80-cm−1 q=0 magnon that has been re-
ported for MnV2O4 based on previous neutron-scattering measurements and spin-wave
calculations. Additionally, we find that the two-magnon energy of MnV2O4 decreases
(”softens”) with decreasing temperature below TN, which we attribute to strong coupling
between magnetic and vibrational excitations near the zone boundary.
(Physical Review B 89, 134402 (2014))
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Figure A.1: (a)-(c) Raman scattering spectra of MnV2O4 taken at various temperatures
in the energy ranges (a) 40 - 240 cm−1, (b) 60 - 90 cm−1, and (c) 120 - 280 cm−1. (d)
Raman scattering spectra of MnV2O4 taken at various temperatures in the energy range
60 - 90 cm−1. The data in (b)-(d) have been offset for clarity. (e)-(g) Summaries of the
temperature dependences of the peak positions for peaks labeled M1, M2, and 2M.
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A.3 Structural contributions to the pressure-tuned
charge-density-wave to superconductor transition in
ZrTe3: Raman scattering studies
Abstract
Superconductivity evolves as functions of pressure or doping from charge-ordered
phases in a variety of strongly correlated systems, suggesting that there may be uni-
versal characteristics associated with the competition between superconductivity and
charge order in these materials. We present an inelastic light (Raman) scattering study
of the structural changes that precede the pressure-tuned charge-density-wave (CDW)
to superconductor transition in one such system, ZrTe3. In certain phonon bands, we
observe dramatic linewidth reductions that accompany CDW formation, indicating that
these phonons couple strongly to the electronic degrees of freedom associated with the
CDW. The same phonon bands, which represent internal vibrations of ZrTe3 prismatic
rods, are suppressed at pressures above 10 kbar, indicating a loss of long-range order
within the rods, specifically amongst intrarod Zr-Te bonds. These results suggest that the
pressure-induced suppression of CDW order observed in ZrTe3 is structurally driven and
provide insights into the origin of pressure-induced superconductivity in this material.
(Physical Review B 91, 155124 (2015))
A.4 Structural properties of barium stannate
Abstract
BaSnO3 has attracted attention as a transparent conducting oxide with high room tem-
perature carrier mobility. We report a series of measurements that were carried out to as-
sess the structure of BaSnO3 over a variety of length scales. Measurements included sin-
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Figure A.2: (a) T = 3 K Raman spectra
of ZrTe3 at various pressures. The data
have been offset for clarity. (b) Energy of
each phonon, relative to the energy of that
phonon at P = 3 kbar, as a function of pres-
sure.
Figure A.3: (a) Pressure dependence of the
CDW transition temperature TCDW and the
superconducting transition temperature Tc.
Pressure dependence of the peak intensity of
intra-prismatic-rod mode ω5, relative to the
peak intensity of diatomic mode ω6. Data
shown are from measurements of four dif-
ferent samples.
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Figure A.4: Raman spectrum measured from a single crystal of BaSnO3−δ.
gle crystal neutron and x-ray diffraction, Rietveld and pair distribution analysis of neu-
tron powder diffraction, Raman scattering, and high-pressure x-ray diffraction. Results
from the various diffraction probes indicate that both the long-range and local structures
are consistent with the cubic symmetry. The diffraction data under pressure was consis-
tent with a robustly cubic phase up to 48.9 GPa, which is supported by density functional
calculations. Additionally, transverse phonon velocities were determined from measured
dispersion of the transverse acoustic phonon branches, the results of which are in good
agreement with previous theoretical estimates and ultrasound measurements.
(Journal of Solid State Chemistry 262, 142-148 (2018))
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